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1. ~ry 0: PccisioD 

We ex~ine a settlement which was reached by many of the 
parties in Phase I of Investiqation (I.) $7-ll-0~3.1 The 
settlement would allow limited downward pricing flexibility for 
local exchange carriers' vertical setvices t centrex services, and 
high speed digit~l priv~te line scrvico~, and would oxtend interim 
guidelino= tor epccial eontraet~ ~ovolopod tor Pacitic Bell 
(Pacific) to all local oxchango earrior~. competition in intra LATA 
hiqh speed digital private line service~ would al~o be allowed 
subject to certain conditions. 

O~r assessment of the settlement has been greatly aided 
by extensive wrrt~en comments and reply comments provided both by 
parties which entered int~ the settlement and by a number of 
parties which. are opposed to adoption of the settlement. 

We find the general structure and most of the major 
provisions of the settlement to be r~asonable, and commend pa~ies 
on the delicate balance of interests achieved in the settlement. 
However, several factors prevent u: fro~ aeopting the set~lemcnt 
exactly as written.. We propose 'a n~cr of mOdi!ications to ~~e 
settlement which fall into three general categories. Firs~, ~e 

delete certain provisions which are \J:nlawtul, in particular, ~e 
requirements that negotiated centrex service ,aqree=ents and other 
infomation be confidential and that:.interLA.'l'A carriers be allowec. 
to provide intraLATA high speed diqi-tal private line servicc-s 
without fur-..her action to mod.itytheir interLA'rA certiticatec. of 

1 '.the term "OIJ:" refers to the Commission order·insti-:utinq the 
investigation; "I.87-l1-03Z" and "t.i.e inves~igation" refer to the 
investigation itself. 
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public convenience and necessity (CPCNs). Procedural changes are 
also needed to make the settlement comport with deferral of the 
supplemental rate design proceeding for Pacific effected by 
Decision (D.) 88-08-0Z4 on August 10, 1988. Finally, minor changes 
are proposed to clarify, maintain consistency among the sections o! 
the settlement, and ease its ilnplementa,tion. 

With these revisions, we find that all parties would 
receive significant benefits if the revised settlement is adopted. 
CUstomers stand to benefit if the allowed pricing flexibility 
succeeds in reducing uneconomic bypass and therefore allows 
continuation of significant contr~ution from these competitive or 
potentially competitive services toward keeping basic rates low. 
The pricing flexibility would at the same time allow local exchange 
carriers to- respond more readily to, increasing competitive 
pressures and other changes in market conditions. Finally, 
potential competitors would be allowed entry into- the intraLA'XA. 
high s~ed digital private line market, and certain disputes in 
this area would be resolved in a manner,accept~le to all parties. 

Since the settlement provides that its terms shall not 
become effective unless the signatories agree to' any modifications 
or conditions proposed by the commission ~d since we propose 
nwnerous (though often minor) cllanges, we ask parties to the 
settlement to indicate whether the revised settlement in Appendix A 
is acceptable to them. Such parties are required, 'to- make a joint 
filing no later ~an September 7, 1988 in which they convey whether 
the proposed modifications, are acceptable. If the response is 
positive, we plan to issue a followup decision at our September l~, 
198$ meeting which would make effective the modified Phase I 
settlement • 
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'rhe Commission instituted I.87-11-033, on November 25, 
1987 to reconsider the regulatory framework within which local 
exchanqe carriers are re9Ulated, and structured the investigation 
in three phases.2 The first phase was to address issues of 
pricinq flexibility for services subject to competition. Phase I 
'testimony and reply testimony was submitted by 36 witnesses on 
behalf of 33 parties during January and February of 198"8.. A 
prehearinq conference for Phase I was held before assigned 
Commissioner Wilk and Administrative Law Judge (AIJ)- Ford on 
January 29, ~9SS. Twenty-one days of Phase I evidentiary hearings 
were scheduled to commence on March 15, 1988" .. 

On March. lS, 1988, as evidentiary hearings-were about to 
begin, ORA and other parties proposed. that hearings be recessed so 
that parties could commence settlement negotiations on Phase I 
issues in a workshop format. This request was granted, and the 

'parties reported back to' the ALJ on March 17, March ZZ, and March 
30,. 1988 regarding proqressin the neqotiations. On March 31, 
1988, the parties reported that a settlement among many of the 
parties was expected to be si911ed later that day. Based on that 

representation, the AI:! took the evidentiary hearings otf calendar. 
On April 1, 198"8, ORA filed a Motion to Adopt settlement 

Agreement and Stipulation to which it attached a Settlement 
'Agreement and Stipulation signed by' certain of the parties. In two 
subsequent Al:J rulings, parties were instructed to tile comments on 
the settlement by May Z, 1988 and reply comments by May ~7, 19S5~ 
Any party which did not sign the settlement prior to its filing was 

2 In 0.88-08-024 issued August 10, 1988, we- modi tied. the 
structure of I.S7-11-033 and consolidated it with Application 
(A.) as-Ol-0:'l4, A.S.7-01-002·, and related proceedings • 
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allowed to jo~n in the settl~=ent by no~i!ieation to the ALJ and 
all parties. 

The ALJ also instructed parties to the settlement to 
answer two sets of.questi~ns contained in the second ruling. The 
first 21 questions were aimed at clarityingportions of the 
settlement. Since these questions appeared to be noncontroversial, 
parties to the settlement were asked to file a single consensus 
response by April 22, 1988. Each party to the settlement was also 
required to separately answer ten additional questions in its 
May 2, 1988 comments. Parties not joining in the settlement were 
also invited to address the ALJ' s questions •. 

The ALJ also requested that the Commission's Advisory and 
compliance Division (CACO) provide comments on the settlement, and 
distributed CACO's comments to· all parties on April 29, 1988. 
Parties were allowed to respond to CACO's comments in their reply 
comments filed on May 17, 1988 • 

. The following parties joined in the settlement: 
AT&T Communications of california, Inc. (AT&T) 
Bay Area Teleport (BAT) 
california Bankers Clearing House Association 

. and the Tele-Communications Association 
(CBCHA/TCA) • 

Citizens Utilities Company of california 
(Citizens) 

Contel of california, Inc. (Contel) 
ORA 
GTE California Incorporated (GTEC) 
Mel Telecommunications corporation (Mel) 
Northern Telecom 
Pacific 
Roseville Telephone Company (Roseville) 
Smaller Independent Telephone Companies 

(Smaller Independents): . 
calaveras Telephone Company 
california-oregon Telephone Company 
CP National 
DUcor Telephone Company 
Foresthill Telephone Company 
GTE West Coast Incorporated 
Happy Valley Telephone Company 
Hornitos Telephone Company 
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Kerman Telephone Company 
Pinnacles Telephone Company 
The Ponderosa Telephone Company 
Sierra Telephone Company 
The Siskiyou Telephone Company 
TUolumne Telephone Company 
The Volcano Telephone company 

US Sprint communications Company (US Sprint) 

The tollowing parties did not join in the settlement but 
tiled. comments: 

API Alarm Systems (API) 
calitornia cable Television Association (CCTA) 
City of Los Angeles (Los Angeles) 
Consu:mers Union, Public Advocates, and'Center 

for P@lie Interest Law (CO" /PAI CPII.) 
Department,o! Defense and. all other Fecieral 

Executive Agencies (DOD/FEA) 
Honorable Gwen Moore (A:l.seml)lYW01!1An MooX"c) 
~oward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN) 
Wang Communications, Inc. (WeI) 
Western Burglar « Fire Alarm Association 

(WBFAA) 

xxx. sweAXY or the Phase X se3=t1eaent 

The settlement would. allow limited. downwaX"d. prieing 
flexibility 'for local exchange carriers' vertical services, centrex 
services, and high speed digital private line serviees, and. would 
extend interim guidelines for special contracts developed for 
Paeific to al;l local exehange carriers. Competition in intraLATA 
high speed digital private line services would also be allowed 
subject to certaineonditions. The parties to the settlement state 
that tho n090t1at1onm woro ~bottom linoH 1n naturo an4 thAt tho 
1;*mn,s 9f. 1;",. .(Ulttl"".m~:m1;, ;,f, I!IIJI:tpt"'" , \!I~).lr" .of;' "mphttfflli!.f~t~ 611 a!J 

interim ~asis pending permanent resolution of ~roader regulatory 
issues in suJ:)sequent phases ot this proceeding-.. 

Under the settlement,. the local exchange carriers could 
vary the price tor a covered service between a cap equal to the 
rate in effect when the settlement is approved and a floor based on 
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either direct or fully allocated embedded costs. The floor may be 
either a public floor published in the local exchanqe carrier's 
tariff schedules or a nonpublic floor whose level would be 
availabl~ only to commission staff and to parties which siqn a 
protective agreement for access to this confidential information. 
The settlement allows the local exchanqe carrier to request both a 
public and a nonpublic floor for centrex and high speed diqital 
private line services. 

Followinq the establishment of a Commission-approved 
floor, the local exehanqe carrier could then vary tariffed rates 
between the cap and floor with reduced procedural requirements 
ranqing from 10 days written notice to CACD, to an advice letter 
filing requiring commission approval, dependinq on the service and 
the type of floor .. 

The settlement allows a, series of floors for centrex 
prices set to refleet actual costs,. with tl;e floors based, for 
example, on the number of features,. the number of centrex lines, 
the costs of loops, or the length of the contract.. . In addition to 
settinq tariffed rates between the current price and the new 
floors, the local exchange carrier ~ould also negotiate customer
ISpee1:r1e 41aeounta w1 th1n tho C0JIIlIl11SlSlon-approvo4 :banetls tor centrex 
gervieeG. The re=ultinq cuQtomer-apeeit1c aervico ~q.rQQmontG wou14 
be given proprietary treatlnent and not reflected in tariff 
schedules. 

The settlement also provides for restructuring, in a 
supplemental rate design proceeding, of each local exchange 
carrier's high speed digital intraLATA private line and special 
access tariff schedules. The local exchange carrier would be 
required to have uniform prices in its private line and special 
access tariff schedules for service from an end user's premises to 
the local exchanqe carrier's central office (the end user-to-CO· 
l1nk) .. In addition, tho connection :between the local exellange 
carrier's central office and an interexellanqe carrier's point of 
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presence (the CO-to-POP link) would ~e priced in the special access 
tariff at either tully allocated or direct embedded cost. The 
local eXchange carrier would also be allowed to propose in the 
supplemental rate design proceeding that its high speed digital 
private line services be deaveraged (except tor the CO-tc-POP 
link) • 

Competitive entry and local exchange carrier pricing 
flexibility for intraLATA high speed digital private line services 
would be allowed only after the tariff schedules are- restructured 
in the supplemental rate design proceeding. If the supplemental 
rate design is not completed by January 1, 1989, the local exchange 
carriers could file tor separate expedited consideration of these 
changes. The ~ettlement also- provides that the local exchange 
carriers can request an intertm surcharge on rates t~ offset the 
rate reductions for the end user-to-Co and CO-to-POP links 
described above. 

Finally, the interim special contract guidelines for -
Pacific developed by CACD as a result of D.87-12-0Z7 would be 

continued in effect with certain moclifications and extended. to. all 
local exchanqe c:arriers. The prOVision in General Order 
(G.O.) 96-A that utilities may provide: contract services at reduced 
rates to governmental agencies would be modified to. require that 
such prices be above el1lbedded. costs except in emergency conditions .. 
The current G.O. 96--A exemption of govermnent contracts from 
commission preapproval requirements would also be removed. The 
settlement provides that CACO would hold workshops if a local 
exchange carrier proposes new costing, streamlining, o. tracking 
procedures tor approving special contracts. 

xv. Opposition to the settlement 

eCTA, DOD /FEA, Los Angeles, Assemblywoman Moore, 'l'O:RN, 

WCI, anel WBFAA state that they oppose adoption ot the settlement .. 
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TORN notes, however, that it could foresee supporting a version of 
the settlement if the following modifications were made: public 
policy questions in the OII are addressed on the record first: a 
cushion of perhaps 10 percent Above embedded costs is employed in 
setting the price floors to avoid the risk of cross subsidization: 
and applications rather than advice letters are employed in 
implementing the pricing flexibility allowed by the settlement. 

Two other parties filed comments which criticize the 
settlement but stop short of expressing opposi~ion. API states 
that it is unable to sign the sottlemont because 50veral key arOAZ 
of concorn to API are not addrccs.cs.e<!l in the agreement. However, API 
beliovos noevi4cntiary hearing is necessary to address its 
eoncems, stating that written comments are adequate.. ConsUlners 
Union urges that consideration of the settlement be deferred until 
after Phase II issues have been heard. 

Some of the p~ies opposing the settlement characterize 
it as an agreelnent between the local exchange carriers, whieh want 
flexibility to decrease prices for certain customers, and their 
competitors, who "want a piece of the telecommunications a.ction,'" 
with DRA "acting ~ referee.... They take sharp- exception to the 
whole procedure of the negotiations leading to the settlelnent,. 
arguing that ORA and other parties put expediency ahead of d.ue 
process. They assert that the Commission should not accept a 
settlement 6uch as this onc which was not joined by ~jor partie= 
such as consumer qroup~. 

TTJRN, Los Angeles, and Assemblywoman Moore- express 
concern that the pricing flexibility provided in the settlement may 
harm residential ratepayers by r,educinq the contribution which 
these ser.rices- provide to basic . rates. 'rhey oppose the 
confidential treatment afforded. cost data,. the nonpublie rate 
floors, and centrex customer-speci~ic service agreements, arguin~ 
t.h4t nonclisclosure of such information is both unlaWful and 
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contrary to the public interest. These parties question the 
reliability of the cost data to be used to- set rate floors. 

While these parties believe that an:( pricing flexibility 
is premature until the Commission is assured that basic rates are 
adequately proteeted, OOO/FEA asserts that the settlement does not 
allow enouqh pricing flexibility. In its View, prices for the 
services covered J~y the settlement should be based on their 
incremental or marginal costs I' whieh appear to l:>e beloW' elIl:bedded 
costs. It argues that the settlement perpetuates "the unreasonable 
shackles of antiquated fully allocated or direct embedded cost 
stanClarcls to virtually preclude·the (local exchange carriers) from 
(effectively) competing to provide any of these services." DOO/FEA 

alao expreSMIS its view that the propolSe4 'modifications to, 
a ... o. !i6-A '''0\11<1 proclU40 CQnJSi44ration of local oxchang-e carrier~ 
tor most federal qovernment contracts. 

API is concerned that the settlement tails to address 
implementation of Open Network Architecture (ONA) or certain 
services which are jointly provi4ecl by Pacific and GTEC. API also
points. out w:t'Lat it characterizes as. certain omissions in the 
agreement whieh either fail to meet Commission concerns expressed 
in the OII and/or hinder API's ability to· determine the 
settleme..."'l.t.:' s effects on API. , 

C~A believes that the settlement improperly limits 
competitive ~~ntry for private: line services .to high speed digital 
services con::leetinq end user premises, and states that competition 
should be allowed for lower speeQ services and tor conneetions to 
interexcbanq,e carriers as well. It a9rees with TU'RN and other 
parties that rate floors should not be- allowed to qo below ful::'y 
allocated embedded costs, arquin9 that local exchange carrier 
prices below: that level would close economic alternatives out of 
the market even ir entry barriers are lifted. 

WClopposes the settlement because it would delay 
approval o'tWCI's A.87-02-033 requesting statewide authority to 
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provide intraLATA high speed digital private line services until 
implementation of the intraLATA entry, unbundling and deaveraging, 
and pricing flexibility provisions of the settlement. 

Most of the parties oPPosing the settlement also express 
concerns that the settlement does not address the generic questions 
raised in the OIl regarding, for example,. standards for evaluation 
of whether certain services ~re competitive and implementation of 
consumer satequards. 

'l'hese parties' concerns,. as well as those raised by CAct) 
in its comments and the Al.J in h"!:r rulings, will be addressed in 
more detail in the remainder ot this decision. 

v _ Proced;gre tor Considet:Ation Of t,he settlement 

The Commission is in the process of formulating 
qui<1elines to be incluc1ec1 in our Rulos of Practico anc1 Prococ1uro 
which will govorn noqotiation" of oottlomont~· in our proeooc1ings .. 
T.bo guic1elinos ~ill also aet procec1ure~ by which tho Commis~ion 
will. receive written comments on any settlement presented to it, 
~eter.m.ine whether hearings are needed, and proceed to consideration 
of the merits o.f the settlement. We first published proposed rules 
in 0.87-11-0S~ for comment. In r.esponse to the comments ~eceiveQ, 
we made several substantive modi~ications,. publishing revised rules 
and asking tor additional comme~ts in 0.88-04-059. Further action 
on the rules is pending. 

In 0.a8-04-059, we state that the proposed rules will be 

applied liberally to eases in progress. T~ do otherwise could 
etfectively suspend any negoti~tions until tinal settlement rules 
are adopted. Since settlements and stipulations, it handled 
properly, can promote the over~ll efficiency of the regulatory 
process and De in the public interest,. we do not wish to. discourage 
them while our rulem.aking is pending • 
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In evaluating the Phase I settlement, we conclude that 
strict compliance with the proposed rules, first published last 
NovelDber with revisions published. in April after the settlement was 
filed for commission consideration, would be inappropriate. 
Rather, evaluation should be based on the specific facts at hand. 

Los Angeles and. Assemblywoman Moore complain that 
inadequate notice of the settlement negotiations was given to 
parties. Parties first brought the fact that negotiations were 
beqinnin9 to the ALJ's attention when they asked for a delay in 
hearinqlS on ~rch 15., 1988. At that time the AL:J inztructcd ORA to 
notify all parties of the,negotiations and to invite thoir 
participation, and DRA did so. We note that this notice and. 
invitation to participate exceed requirements in the proposed 

. rules. ~hus, while some parties may not have received as much 
notice as they would have liked, we' see no reason to refuse to 
consider the settlement on this basis. 

Tone settlement· agreement states that its signatories 
stipulate to the terms of the settlement on the basis that all of 
the. elements ot the agreement must be adopted, without moclj.fi~tion 
ot any individual element of the agreement. The settlement 
provides that if the Commission imposes any modifications or 
conditions on the settlement, the terms shall not become effective 
unless the signatories aqree in writing to accept the modifications 
or conditions. 

Several factors prever~t us from adopting the settlement 
exactly as written, as discussed throughout this aecision. Most 
importantly, we find that a nUllWer of its provisions are unlaW'ful, 
e.~., proprietary treatment 'Of customer-specific service 

.. 

agreements, cost d.ata, and spec;£.a1 contraets, as ~e1l as the 
expansion of interexchange carriers' operatinC] authority to·· 
encompass intraLATA serviee without CPCN applications on their 
part. We cannot adopt these unlaWful portions of the settlement • 
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Seeondly, we decided in 0.88-08-024, based partly on a 
motion by DRA, that the supplemental rate design phase of Pacific's 
qeneral rate case should be deferred until after Phase II of the 
investigation. This runs counter to· the provision in the 
settlement that various centrex and private line rate design issues 
would be addressed in the supplemental rate design proceeding in 
1988. Parties were asked to comment on the proposed restructuring 
throuqh a Joint Assigned Commissioners' Ruling dated July 11, 1985. 

In their comments., no party suggested that this. would be an 

unacceptable modification to the settlement. Rather, they made a 
variety of suggestions regarding how the rate design issues 
discussed in the settlement could be dea,l t with separately from the 
supplemental rate design proceeding',. so that the substantive ter.ms 
of the settlement could be implemented without undue delay. 

Finally, there are a number of minor changes which need 
to be made to the settlement tor clarification and to make the 
various sections consistent.. Parties to the, settlement recognize 
that there are a n\lllll)er o,! minor inconsistencies in the document, 
arising in general from coordination problems as parties strived to ' 
complete the neg'otiations in a timely lDanner.. Parties have 
clar1tie4 such areas in their comments an4 reply comments, and we 
have incorporate4 theclarificationA in Appen4ix A. We also ma~~ 
several other minor changes,. for exalnple,. additions to tiling 
requirements, which we believe will ease implementation 01: the 
settlement or make it easier to understand.. We d.o not consider any 
of these cha:nges to be substantive. 

In summary,. the modifications we make to. the settlement 
in Append.ix A tall into three categories: changes 'necessary to· 
make it lawful;" changes to re~l,ect: restructuring of the proceeding 
ad.opted in D.88-08-024 to whiCh:. the parties have acquiesced~ and. 
minor changes to, clarify,. maintain consistency among the sections, 
and ease implementation o"r the settlement_ 
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Because of the extent of these modifications, we will 
allow parties to the settlement to ~naicate by a joint filing no 
later than september 7, 1988 whether the m04itied settlement 
contained in Appendix A is acceptable to them. If the response is 
positive, we plan to issue a followup decision at our September 14, 
1988 meeting which would make the terms of the modified settlement 
effective immediately. This would allow Pacific and GTEC to file 
their private line proposals in time for workshops to be beld, if 
needed, betore hearings commence in Phase II of the investigation. 
If parties to the settlement do not find Appendix A acceptable, we 
will reassess our options following their Sept~er-7,~·19S8 tiling. 

vx. bJlluAtion 2: the SgttleJpent 

A. General COpmIent§ 

The 1J.J, CACD, and some of the parties ask tor certain 
clarifications and point out a number o~ apparent inconsistencies 
in the settlement doc:u:m.ent. CACD complains that terms are used; 
interchangeably and are not defined, and that the language in some' 
sections is alDbiquous and unclear.; In response,. parties to the 
settlement clarify a nWllber o~ points in their consensus ~iling and 
their reply comments. GTEC states that many of the inconsistencies . 
in the settlement arose simply because different people were 
responsible tor drafting different parts of the settlement and time . 
constraints prevented complete consistency.· In its vieW', no 
particular signifieance should. be attached to. such inconsistencies. 
GTEC states that it would have n::I- objection to making the slight 
rewording- necessary to provide uniform expression ot the 
settlement's intent from .service to service. 

I~ would be und.uly· cumJ:)ersome to. address each request for.· 
clarification and the parties' replies in this decision. Instead, 
as GTEC has suggested,. we incorporate the provided clarifications 
in our description of the se'ctlement in this decision and, to- the 

.. 
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extent appropriate, in the modified version of the settlement 
attached as Appendix A. 

In evaluating the settlement, we address first certain 
aspects of the settlement which are common threads throughout, 
e.g., proprietary treatment of several items~ pricing flexibility 
provisions, and monitoring pro~edures. Next we look at other 
settlement components unique to- specific. services_ We indicate 
certain modifications to the settlement provisions which we deem 
necessary to. allow adoption of the settlement as a whole. Finally, 
we evaluate whether the settlement, with the indicated 
modifications,. is in the public -interest and should be adopted. 
B. Proprieta:ry ".treat:ment o~ . Centrex Sexvice 

Agreements. Nonpublie nogrs. and cost Da;ta 

The settlement'would require proprietary treatment of 
eustomer-specitic aqreementstor centrex services; all nonpUl:>lic 
floors (and underlying flexible pricing proposals) tor vertical 
services, cenuex services, and high speed diqital private line 
services; and all information provided to. the commission regarding 
the costs ot these services and ot services provided pursuant to. 
special contracts under·terms. and· conditions deviating from filed 
tariff schedules. The eustomer~speci!iccentrex service agreements 
would not be filed for ~ommission approval or made available to any 
party; the settlement states that they would not be covered by the 
·ContractsW section o~ the settlement. Nonpublic floors and all 
cost data would be provided only to. parties which sign protective 
agreements. The ALJ asked the parties to- address the legality o! 

these components of the settlement,. as well as whether they are 
reasonable and in the public interest. 

CACO states. that' silnul taneous public and nonpublic floors 
for a single service would cause contusion. In its view,. this 
settlement prOVision does. not appear to serve any usetul purpose,. 
since a separate advice letter would- be required anyway to lower 
the public tloortoward the nonpUblic rloor. The ALJ required the 
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parties to add.ress whether allowance ot simultaneous public and 
nonpublic floors for a single service is in the public interest. 

We fin~ it helpful to present a brief o~erview of relatea 
statutory requirements and prior Commission actions cited by the 
parties before procee~ing to consideration, in turn, of proprietary 
service agreements, nonpublic tloors, and confidential treatment of 
cost data .. 

1. statutory Requirements and CQpissiQD En<c~nt 

The Commission's c..o:,. 96-A governs utilities.' filings of 
rates, rules, an~ contracts relatinq to rates. It provi~es for 
tariff sehc4ules as require4 by Public Utilities. (PO) Code Section 
(§) 489 and establishes the procedure to be followed in the tiling 
and puJ)lishing of tariff schedules in compliance with §§ 49l, 454, 
and 455, and in requesting authorization under particular 
circumstances to· depart from tarif!sehedules as allowed by § 532 • 

. PO' Code § 489 establishes the basic requirement that a 
utility file and make puJ)lic its rates, rules, and contracts 
related to rates, providing' in part as tollows: 

"'!'he commission shall ••• require every public 
utility other than a com:mon carrier to- tile 
with the commission .... and to- print and keep 
open to public· inspection, schedules showinq 
all rates, tolls~ rentals, ~harqes~ and 
classifications collected or enforced, or to-be 
collected or enforced,. toqether with all rules, 
contracts, privileges, and tacilities 
whieh .... affect or relate to, rates,. tolls, 
rentals, classifications, or service." 

PO Code § 491 provides that a public utility may not 
change its rates except after 30 days' notice to the Commi~sion and 
to the public. PU Code § 454 governs utility requests for rate
increases an~ requires explicit Commis$ion filldinqs that the 
increases are justified. For requests tor tariff changes other 
than rate increases, § 455- provides that such changes :become 
effective 30 days atter their riling unless the commission suspends 
them and initiates a hearing. PO' Code § 532 requires that 
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utilities not deviate from their effective filed tariff schedules 
without Commission approval. 

G.O. 96-A provides that all tariff sheets shall be 
transmitted by advice letters and contains requirements regarding, 
for example, content, notice, protests, and effective dates ot the 
requested tariff chanqes. It requires that utility requests to 
increase rates or impose more restrictive service conditions, 
except where the changes are minor in nature, be :made by formal 
application rather than by advice letter. Section X requires that 
a utility obtain prior authorization from the Commission before 
~g effective any contract arrangement or·other deviation from 
its ~iled tariff schedules, with an exception for service to 
government agencies. section IX provides that customer-specific 
contracts relating to the quantity or duration of service or the 
installation of equipment which are required by a tariff schedule 
~IS a condition ot service need not be filed, as lonq as a copy ot 
.the general tom of the contl:'aet l.S part o~ the tariff sched.ule • 
Section XV allows the commission to- authorize exceptions to- G.O. 

96-A provisions upon a proper showing by an interested party .. 
PO' Code § 533 adclresses confidentiality of utility 

information providedt~ the Commission, and provides as follows: 
WNo information furnished to· the commission by 
a publie utility ••• , except those matte~~ 
Gpoc1t1eally roquirod to ~o opon t~publie 
inspeetion"fJy this part, shall be open to. 
public inspection or made public except on 
order of the commission ••• " .. 

Separate requirements regarding access to. public 
in£ormation are contained in the california PUblic Records Act, 
codified in §§ 6250 et seq. of the california Goverxment (Gov't) 
Code" and are enforced. through our (; .. 0 •. 56-C.. The PUblic Record.s 
Act requires that all public records be open to. public inspection, 
de~ininq public records as follows: 

"PU))lic records' includes any-writing' 
containing intormation relatinq to the conduct 
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ot the public's business prepared, owned, used, 
or retained by any state or local agency 
regardless of physical form or 
eharacteristies. w CGov't Code § 6252(d).) 

Various exemptions to the disclosure requirements are 
allowed, with two in particular ~eing ot interest in this case. 
The first is the exemption in Gov't Code § 62S4(k) for: 

~ecords the disclosure ot which is exempted or 
prohibited pursuant t~ provisions of tederal or 
state law ••• w -

Second, Gov't Cocle § 6255 allows an agency to· justify 
wi tbholding records if, on the facts ot a particular case,.. the 
public interes.t served by not making' the records public clearly 
outweighs the public interest served by disclosure ot the records. 

G.O. 66-C provides similar exceptions to its 
accessibility requirements. Two-exceptions potentially relevant 
are provided for "(r)ecorc:1s or intor.mation specifically precluded 
from ,disclosure by statute" and W(r)ecords or information of a 
confidential nature turnished to, or ,obtained by the CO'lmltission,w 
including "reports, records, and information requested or required 
by the Commi •• ion which, it revealed,< would· placo thorequlatod 
company at an unfair business Oisadvantage.* 

Los Anqeles cites two commission decisions which, in its 
view, establish that use of an unpublished contract where there are 
no unusual or exceptional circumstances violates PU Code § 489. In 
>arnatiOD Co. Vo Pacific Gas and Electric (1977) 8.1 Cal. P.u.c. 
581, the Commission concluded that PG&E could not implement a 
special charge, to defray costs ot constructinq extra gas main 
capacity needed to, serve additional demand by an existing customer, 
since the development of capacity constraints as .a result of new 
demand i$ not unusual or exceptional. The Commission concluded 
that, ., (w) ithout findinq an exceptional or unusual eireu:mstance 
there can be no laWful authorization of a·deviation trom an 
applicable tariff rate ..... It there were 'no requirement for an 
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exceptional circumstance, a utility could require a deviation 
contract from every member of a class of ratepayers. • AIf the 
Commission were to establish an ~exception~ from a generally 
applicable tariff rule for a customer who was not somehow 
dissimilarly situated from others who pay the tariff rate, it would 
be promoting rather than preventing discrimination.* 

In Stanislaus 122S Progu~s Co. v. Pacific Gas and 
Ele~ri~ (1979) 2 cal. ~.u.c. 2d 304, a similar situation arose. 
However, the Commission revisited carpatiPD C2. and concluded that 
where projected revenues from a new service are inadequate to cover 
the costs of constructing the' facilities· necessary to provide such 
service, exceptional circumstances are presented and such costs are 
appropriately shared by the utility and customer. It reiterated 
its earlier conclusion that utilities must provid~ service in 
accord with their filed tariff except in the event that unusual 
circumstances render application of general tariff provisiOns 
unreasonable or impractical • 

SOme parti'es cited 0.86-03--04> and 0.87-03-044, in which 
we modified O.85-l2-102 and 0.86-l2-009,. respectively,. to eliminate 
provisions for con:fidential treatment of certain natural gas 
transmission contracts. In 0.8:7-03-044, we a~eed with petitioners 
that those confidentiality provisions would violate PO Code § 489 

and, were not supported by the Public Records Act. 
Finally, ORA. cites 0.87-12-027.. Pacific had requested 

processing under G.O. 96-A of customer-specific contracts combining 
tariffed and special nontariffea conditions ana services. In 
0 .. 87-12-027, we noted that we have tor several years allo'W'ed energy 
utility companies to use customer-specific contracts for the 
provision of tariffed energy services at-less than tariffea rates, 
in order to prevent bypass of-the utility system in an increasingly 
competitive energy market. We founa that competitive conditions in 
telecommunicat~ons sexvices are similar, and' concluded that Pacific 
should be CJiven similar flexibility, as allowed by § S3-Z, to· 
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deviate from filed tariffs under such unusual or exceptional 
circumstances, pending further consideration in this investigation. 

2. PXoprietary; ~rvic~ Agreements 
Most of the parties to the settlement arC]Ue that the 

proprietary customer-specific centrex serviee agreements allowed by 

the settlement are lawful and in the public interest. G'l'EC states 
that, though lawtul, it bas no plans to- use such proprietary 
•• rlice 49'X'eementa. " Two partielS to tho settlement, 'O'S Sprint and 
BAT, atat. th4t th.y lArD J\ot pr.OPOf)bfl,t~ ot pr.OPX';'btAr./ 4e1:Vlce 
aqreement&, but ~o not ottor an opinion on th.1r loga11ty* ~ 
Anc;eles, which did, not join in the settlement, asserts that 
proprie~ service agreements are not lawtul. 

EositiODs or ;!:he PaGies . 
Parties to the settlement present several ar~ents to 

support their position that proprietary service aqreements would 
comply with § 489. While ~&'r recognizes that proprietary ser.rice 
agreements would contain aetual rates charqed a customer, it states 
that a Commission-approved centrex tariff schedule with the ' 
approved discount bands set fo~ in it would be the published 
sc:hedule requ.1recl by § 489. It concludes that any eustomer
specific service agreement would fall within the published band and 
bence would not violate § 489. 

Pacific arques that the § 489 requirement to *keep open 
to public inspeetion ••• all ••• contracts ••• which in any manner affect 
or relate to rates* applies only to contracts that deviate from 
rates or conditions set forth in filed tariff schedule~. In 
Pacific's view, section IX of G.O .. 96-A provides'that contracts 
that are authorized by tariff schedules need not be filed with the 
commission. 

The Smaller Independents recognize that § 489 requires 
that utilities !~le and make publicly available all rate schedules 
and related contracts. However,. they' argue that this provision for 
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public inspection of rate and contract information is balanced with 
the provisions of (;.0. 66-C which protect proprietary information. 

G'I'EC states that, when applying § 489 to. the issue o.f 
legality of proprietary service agreements, the general purpose of 
public tariffs must be kept in mind. In GTEC's opinion, tariff 
schedules constitute the contract between a pub-lie utility and its 
customer and the primary purpose of making those tariffs public is 
to'provide customers notice of the rates which the Commission has 
decided the local exchange carrier may laWfully charge for a 

particular eorvico. CTEC concludo~ that thi~ cu~tomer notice 
policy is fully served' by setting forth tho allowal>lo cap and. floor 
prices in the tariff schedule, with no need for the specific 
neqotiated rate to- be pul::llished.. In fact, it asserts, no 
leqitimate pU%pQse could possibly be served by any partieular 
customer finding out ~lat another customer had done a better jo~ of 
negotiating centrex rates. 

Pacific states similarly that § 489 is intended to ensure 
that public utility customers may determine, by inspecting filed 
tariffs. and documents, that they are being lawtully charged in 
accordance with filed. tariff schedules.. It argues that,.. by 
reference to the discount ranges to be published in the centrex 
tariff schedules, all eustomers can determine the maximum discounts 
they can achieve through negotiation and similarly ensure that 
neqotiated prices fall within the tariffed range. 

ORA states that the customer-specific service agreements 
are not contracts and that, while the Commisison has determined 
that c~stomer-specific service ~traets cannot be proprietarr, the 

Comm~~1on hA~ not roachod aimilar conelu~1on~ rega~4ing cu5tomer
specific service agreements,,:, DRA believes that no commission 
ruling or california statute is violated by such proprietary 
agreements, and· thus that the COmnLission may tind that they are 
law:fUl • 
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Pacific and AT&T draw a distinction between the customer- . 
specific service aqreements provided in the Phase I settlement and 
the situation ad~ressed in D.87-03-044, stating that in the natural 
qas ease the Commission did not require that an authorized Hrange 
of reasonablenessH of prices for negotiated contracts be included 
in the publicly-filed tariff schedule. 

Reqardinq the notice requirements of § 491, parties to 
the settlement contend that customer-specific service aqreements 
would not constitute rate changes and thus that § 491 is not 
applicablo. They point out thAt tho.rato band5 would romain 
unch4ngQo abDont turthor formal CommiDDion action with rQlat~O 
notice requirements. 

Pacific apd'AT&T state that there are no due process 
concerns with respect to the proprietary se:vice aqreements since 
the Commission-approved discount ranqe would be publicly filed and 
open to inspeetion. Because, in Pacific's view, any price that 
falls within the authorized ranqe would be conclusively valid, it 
concludes that there is. no opportun£ty for the local' exchanqe . 
carrier to' charge an unfair or unreasonably discriminatory rate. 

Parties to the settlement present tw~ independent 
arqumentsthat the Public Records Act does not apply to the 
proprietary centrex service aqreements allowed by the settlement. 
First, they assert that proprietary service aqreements fall within 

, . 
the confidentiality requirements of PO' Code § SS:3 and thus'are 
~:empt from the PUblic Records Act under Gov't Code § 6254 (k) • 
Second, GTEC notes that the settlement d~esnot require that 
customer-specific service aqreements be filed with the Commission.. 
GTEC submits that the fact that the PUblic Record Aet only requires 
~or.mation in the possession of state a9'encies to be- :mad.e publicly 
available provi4es a separate basis for concludinq that the PUblic 
Records Act does not apply. 

Los Angeles contends that nond.isclosure ot' customer
specific service aqreements would be' unlawtul, arquingthat the 
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statutory obligation set forth in § 489 is clear and u-""lalrlbiguous. 
Its view is that a utility whicn enters into a contract to. proviae 
service to. a portion of the public must set forth the terms cf the 
contract in its tariff. Los Angeles submits that the aesire of 
local exchange carriers or customers to. enter into a confidential 
agreement in no. way justifies evasion of what it views as a clearly 
prescribed statutory duty of public disclosure. Los Angeles 
asserts that the utility must demonstrate to- the Commission that 
use of an unpubl ished contract is justified by an unusual 
circumstance, and that use' of an unpublished contract where there 
are no. unusual or exceptional circumstances'viclates § -489. 

carnAtion Co., supra; Stanislaus Food Products Co., supra. 
Los Angeles believes that the notice requirements of 

§ 491 impose an equally straightforward ,obligation to publicly 
disclose all changes in rates and classifications. It :fUrther 
argues that proprietary service aqreements cannot and should not be 

reconciled with the due process rights of ratepayers to- scrutinize 
and gather all pertinent data to' which they are entitled.. In its' 
view, nondisclosure of such aqreements would effectively estop 
ratepayers :from legitimately prosecut1nq a complaint, tor example. 
It further conten4s that proprietary treatment of this information 
would inappropriately hamstrinq the efforts of interested parties 
to. subject utilities tc.proper review during subsequent rate 
proceedings. 

Los Angeles argues that information received by the 
commission clearly constitutes a public record. and is thus subject 
to. mandatory public disclosure absent a specific exemption pursuant 
to Gov't Code § 6254. It further states that Gov't Code § 62'54 
provides no. statutory basis whatsoever for the proprietary 
treatment cf utility service aqreements arJ.d/or rate floors. 

Finally, Los Angeles asserts thatw~ should !ollowour 
own ·clearly established precedent· in 0.8.7-03-044 and 0.86-03-04$ 
in which we concluded that confidential treatment of certain gas 
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contracts would violate § 489, and reject the settlement as 
contrary to. law. 

In response to the ALJ's query regarding the 
. reasonableness (aside from the question o.f lawfulness) o.f 

proprietary service agreements, many of the parties reply that 
proprietary customer-speeifie service agreements would promote the 
ability o.f .regulated utilities to. eompete on equal terms with 
competitors which have the power to. keep their customer 
identification and prices contidential. DRA believes that 
customer-specific service agreements would be in the public 
interest because they would allow rates closer to customer-specific 
costs and help prevent uneconomic bypass, thus promoting economic 
efficiency. Proprietary treatment o.f such agreements would also. be 
iil. the public interes:t,. according to ORA, if this allows the local 
exchange carrier t~ charge the highest possible price to each 
customer,. thus maximizing the amount of contribution to. be 
retained. Pacific states similarly that,. if negotiated service 
agreement priees were mad.e public, 'prospective customers could 
demand:: that they receive tho ic10ntical price receive<i 'f.ty otherlS, 
d •• pite the reasonablene •• of all price. within tho COmmission
approved discount range. Pacific reassures us that the settlement 
provides for protection of the public interest through COIlllnission 
review and approval of the price caps.and floors .. 

~scussion 

Many of the legal arguments put forth by the parties 
center on whether a pricing mechanism in which a Nzone of 
reasonablenessN approved by the Commission is published in a 
utility's tariff schedules and the utility is then allowed to 
neqotiate, on a confidential basis, customer-specific rates. within 
that band complies with the PO' Code § 489' requirement that each 
utility *tile ••• and keep open t~pUblic inspection ••• all 
rates ••• toqether with all ••• contracts: ••• which ••• affect or relate to. 
rates ••• * 
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Pacific argues that the customer-specific agreements, 
with pricing bands stated in the tariff schedules, fall within 
section IX of G.O. 96-A, which specifies that certain contracts 
expressly provided for by a utility's rilea tarirr sheets do not 
have to be filed with the commission. However, close reading of 
section IX reveals that it applies only to contracts relating to 
the quantity or duration of service or the installation of 
equipment required by the tariff.. The centrex service agreements 
would set forth actual rates to be charged; we conclude that they 

do not fall within the Section IX exemption from § 489. 
ORA, on the other. hand" .takes. the view that the centrex 

service agreements are not contracts.. This semantic argument is 
not convincing... A contract is generally recognized to- be any 
agreement which creates an obliqation to. do or not to do- a 

particular thinq, with the 'essentials' :being competent parties, 
subject matter, a leqal consideration, mutuality of agreement,. and 

mutuali'!:Y of obliqation. The centrex service agreements exhibit 
all these characteristics. We note that Pacific.'s arguments 
reqardinq the applicability of Section IX of G .. O. 96-A assume that 
the centrex service agreements are' contracts; (;TEe recognizes in 
its comments that tariff schedules tbem.sel ves are contracts. We 
conclude that there is no. basis for distinguiShing the proposed 
centrex service WagreementsW from WcontractsW in general.. In a 
nutshell, the proposed centrex service agreements would be special 
contracts in which the utilities deviate trom the'ir filed tariff 
schedules. Thoy must be ovaluated a$ such. 

Parties arque that publication of the rate cap an4 floor,' 
rather than the actual rate ehargedthe customer under a customer
specific service agreement,. is sufficient to> comply with §- 489. 
The languaqe of § 489, however,. is clear and unalXlbiguous in its 
requirement that ~ rates and All contracts be' filed and made 
public. There is no provision for a public zone of reasonableness 
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or any other alternative. 
us. 3 

Tbe jump in the parties' logic escapes 

Pacific asserts that the intent of § 489 is met by 

publication of the approved cap' and floor; GTEC similarly discusses 
the purpose of filed tariffs. The Smaller Independents talk about 
balancing the § 489 provisions for public inspection of ra~es and 
related contracts against protection of proprietary information. 
None of these arquments allows us to escape the clear, unqualified 
language of § 489. 

Pacific and AT&T attempt to distinguish between the ease 
befOre us, with Commission-approved. caps and floors, and., the ~ -
situation in 0.87-03-044, in which we4i4 not require a range of 
reasonableness to be published in the tariff schedules. These 
~es do not mention that inO.,S7-03-044 we established in 
principle a ~and Of rate flexibility, with a ceiling of embedded 
costs and a floor of short-run marginal costs. We have also 
established similar electricity pricing guidelines in 0~88-03-008 • 
while admittedly not in the tar~ff ~chedules, information about the 
natural gas and electricity pricing bands is publicly available. 
While inclusion o~ the centrex pricing bands in the filed tariff 
would provide greater assurance that austo~~~~s are not in an unfair 

" 

bargaining position, this distinguishing :f,~Ctor would not overcome 
the § 489 requirement that each rate itself be filed and open to . 
public in~poction. 

We have examined in turn each of the, parties' arg"Ulnent!; 
that the centrex service agreements would not be subject to § '89 

3 We note that § 454.2 allows a ·zone of rate freedom* for 
passenqer staqe transportation serviees operating in competitive 
conditions, within which rate increases may be made without a 
showinq of reasonableness. The lack of comparable lanquaqe in 
§ 489 reinforces our conclusion that the filing requirements in 
§ 489 apply to the rates themselves and, are not ,met by 
specification of a rate band • 
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and find no supportable Dasis for this contention. We conclude 
that the local exchange carriers would De required to file them 
with the commission pursuant to § 489. 

Since we specifically find that § 489 requires these 
agreements to De open to public inspection, it follows that § SS3 

DY its terms does not apply, nor, as a result, does the GoV't Cocle 

§ 6254 (k) exemption from the PUDlic Records Act. Gtte's secondary 
arqument that the PUblic Records Act does not apply to information 
not in our possession is al~o ~de moot. We conclude that the 

Public Records Act parallels § 489 in its disclosure requirements 
in this instance. Our findings are consistent.with 0.87-03--044. 

Since it would be unlawful, we cannot approve the portion 
ot the settlement that would allow proprietary treatment of 
customer-specific c~ntrex service agreements. We turn now to the 

question of whether the remainder of the settlement's :cules 
regarding these agreements which deviate from tariff schedules 
would be acceptable. ,Our general standard in allowing tariff 
deviations is 'that unusual or exceptional circumstances must exist, 
as exemplified in the two decisions cited by Los Anqeles. 4 We 
have already recognized, in 0.S7-12-027 and elsewhere, that 
competitive conditions are such that contracts which deviate from 
filed tariff schedules may be appropriate to, stave oft uneconomic 
bypass of the local exchange carriers' systems.. It is widely 
rec09nized that centrex serviees faee direct and active competition, 
from PBX alternatives. We agree with ORA that customer-specific 

4 In its arqument, Los Angeles contrasts a tiled taritt schedule 
and What it calls an wunpublish.~ contract.· We note that the 
cited cases address the conditions under which a utility may enter 
into a contract deviatinq from the tile~ tarit! schedules, not 
whether that contract can receive proprietary treatment, as 
asserted DY Los Angeles. 
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centrex contracts would allow rates to be based on customer
specific costs and that the resultinq increased economic 
efficiencies would enhance the public interest. 

Inherent in the settlement's provisions reqardinq 
customer-specific centrex contracts is that they would not be 
subject t~ the G.O. 96-A requirement tha~ Commission authorization 
be obtained. We note that § 532 allows us to establish exceptions 
to- this reqg.irexoent, and that, for example,. we allow natural qas 
utilities to enter into transportation or qas procurexoent contracts 
of less than $ years duration which are not subject t~ prior 
Commission approval (these contracts must, hoQ'ever, be . .f,iled with 
CACD and made availal:>le for public inspection if requested) • 

We see little to be qained from requirinq Commission 
approval of customer-specific centrex contracts •. Other provisions 
in the settlement would establish Commission-approved caps and 
floors within which the neqotiated rates must fall. We believe 
that this requirexoent, coupled .with the § 489 requirem~ts that tb.~ 
'rates be public, w~uld· provide assurance that other ratepayers will· 
not be harmed, by neqotiated. centrex contracts. commission approval 
appears to serve no useful purpose and, to- the' contrary, would 

. strain staff resources. We conclude that, within the context of 
the overall settlement,. customer-specific centrex service 
agreements are reasonable if they are filed with CACO and made 
available for public inspection if requested. 

3. N9DP.WiUi$ noon, 
parties,' positions reqardinq the acceptability of the 

settlement's nonpublic floor provis~ons are ve~ similar to those 
put forth reqarding- proprietary <:ustollier-specific centrex service 
agreements. Two parties which. do' not take a position on customer
specific service aqreements,. Assemblywoman Moore, and TURN, join Los 
Angeles in opposition to nonp\1l)lic f'loors. 

Parties to the settlement draw one im~rtant distinction 
between nonpublie floors and the centrex service 'agreements: that 
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is, the nonpublic floors would not themselves be rates charged to 
customers. Instead, parties assert, nonpublic floors would be just 
preapprovea cost information on file with CACD. 

Since nonpublie floors would not be rates, parties 
conclude that §§ 489, 491,. 454 and other PO' Code provisions 
relatinq to rate changes are not applicable. AT&T asserts that all 
parties are provided due process through review and comment on the 
cost studies forminq the basis tor nonpublic floors betore such. 
floors are adopted by the commission. Parties note that all 
changes in the offered rate when there is a nonpublic floor would 
be m.ade under current G .. O. 96-A advice letter procedures, which 
comply with § 491 notice reqUirements. 

Pacifie and GTEC argue that § 583 creates an exemption 
for nonpublic floors, through Gov't Code § 6254 (k), from the Public 
Records Act. 

Los Angeles presents much the same ar~ents in its 
assertions that both nonpUblic floors and proprietary service 
agreements are unlawful.. It concludes that ratepaye=s are best 
served by and are legally entitled, to com.plete public disclosure of 
all relevant information, including proprietary service ac;reements 
and nonpUblic rate floors. 

Joininq Los Anqeles, 1'ORN asserts that nonp\ll)lic floors 
violate S 489, and stAtea that tho Commission has deci~ed. thi$ 

is~uc betore in tl .. 86-03-045~ an~ tl .. 81-03-044. TO'P.N rocognize: th4t 
a local exchange carrier could not price a ~ervica at tho nonpuQlic 
floor without first tiling an advice letter t~ reduce the tariffed 

. " 

rate to that level, but it argues that this advice letter process 
would not command. the amount of scrutiny necessary to protect .' . 
ratepayers. 

Assemblywoman Moore argues similarly that the concept of 
a nonpU))lic fioor does not square with §§ 489,. 49l,. and 495-. She, 
states that one ~portant purpose.ofthe referenced sections o~ the 
PO Code is to minimize the opportunities for invid.ious 
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discrimination between customers and among cus~omer classes. In 
• her view, it is not good enough to' say that the Commission may 

circumvent the lanquage and policy of these statutes by 
characterizing the issue as one of ~mixed law and policy,~ with the 
implication that the Commission may disregard the lanquage if it· 
dislikes the policy. 

Regarding whether nonpUblic floors are in the P~lic 
interest, parties to the settlement stress that preapproval of 
local exchange carrier cost information would expedite later 
changes in the public floors or in tariffed. rates. ORA states that 
this would be in accordance-with the goal of streamlined 
regulation. Parties also reiterate views similar to those cited 
regardinq customer-specific se:rvice agreements,. e.g.,. that 
nonpublic tloors would opt~ize contr1bution5, provide valuable 
marketing options, and promote the ability of utilities t~ compete 
on equal terms with competitors. ORA comments that establishment 
of both a public and a nonpublic floor for a seryiee would allow a 
local exchange carrier to' implement a rate band, with its 
associated puDlic interest advantages, without requiring it to- :make 
pUblic its underlying cost information. DRA concludes that the 
public interest is served if the nonpublic floor causes a local 
exchange carrier to implement a rate band when it would not have 
otherwise. Pacific states that commission review and approval of 
the nonpUblic floors, as well as sUbsequent notice to customers and 
the Co~ission of movement withinthc approved cap$ and floor~, 
would provide protection o·f the public interest .. 

TORN shares CACD's concerns about s~ultaneous public and 
nonpublic floors, arid states emphatically that preestablished 
nonpublie cost floors serve no useful purpose.. TORN raises a 
concern that obsolete cost data may be employed if a local exchange 
carrier chooses to lower the public floor t~ the nonpublic fle>or 
several months or years atter the nonpublic !le>or is established. 
It asserts that ratepayers would be better served by public cost 
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floors determined by an application process at the time they are 
employea. As additional protection, TORN believes that there 
should be a reliable mechanism tor raising the cost floor should 
costs rise in the future. 

l2.iSC!lssi2,n 
Evaluation of the lawfulness· of the nonpublic floors 

allowed by the settlement would be easier if we had a better 
understanding of their intendea purpose. It is clear that a 
tariffed rate or public floor could not go below the nonpublic 
floor. However, exactly what the Commission is being asked to do 
when it approves a nonpublic floor is not so clear. Are parties 
asking for a commitment that rates could be set at any point 
between the cap and the nonpublic floor at the utility'S request? 
Or do parties simply want the Commission to· adopt cost estilnates 
for the services? This could be an important distinction. 

Onder either interpretation,. the nonpublic floor would 
not itself be a rate charged to' customers· •. Thus, it would not be 
subject to' the § 489 requirement that all rates be filed and open 
to public inspection. However, § 489 also requires that all 
·rules'" which "'relate to rates, tolls, rentals, classifications, or 
service'" be filed and open to public inspection as well. If the 
local exchange carriers want assurance that. rates or public floors 
could be lowered toward or set equal to' nonpublie floors, that 
appears to constitute a rule whose disclosure would be required 
under § 489. Cost information per se, on the other hand, would not 
fall within the scope of § 489. 

Assuming arguendo that parties have in mind only 
prereview ot cost data, we turn to assessment ot the· applicability 
of § 583 and the Public Records Act.. Parties to- the settlement 
assert that § 583 creates an exemption from the. PUblic Records Act. 
However, we see a bit of a "'chicken and e<:;c;'" situation. PtT Cocle 
§ 583 requires that intor.mation furnished to- the couission not be 
opened to public inspecti.on except on'o:r<1ol: 01: tho c:om:m1cr;ion .. 
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Thus, § 583, read by itself, gives us discretion in this area. 
However, it does not excuse us from our separate duties under the 
Public Records Act, as carried out through G.O. 66-C. In the 
Public Records Act, Gov't Code § 6255 requires that justification 
for withholding a public record ~e on one of two grounds: either 
an ex~ption granted und~r express provisions o·! the Public Records 
Act or alternatively a finding ~y the agency on the facts of a 
partic:ul.ar case that the public interest' served by not making the 
record public clearly outweighs the public interest served ~y 
disclosure ot the record. 

~ -We apply our rule in G.O. 66-C precluding disclosure of 
intormation ot a confidential nature if it would place the utility 
at an unfair business disadvantage in the context of Gov't Code 
§ 6255, i.e., .we look at the facts of a particular case to 
determine whether disclosure of information claimed by the utility 
to be confidential would disadvantage the utility. A claim by the 
utility alone thatjn!ormation ~s confidential and shOUld not be 

~ .. disclosed does not suffice. 
In practice, parties to' a proceeding often reach an 

~ormal agreement regarding the conditions under which i~ormation 
is diVUlged to nonutility parties •. Resolution of a utility's claim 
of confidentiality often occurs when the other parties enter· a 
protective agreement: in such cases the controversy does not reach , 
the commission. However, it a party ~oes not agree to the terms 
protfero~ DY tho utility, that party may ehco~ to :bring the i:;~ue 
betore tho Commi~Gion for ra&olution. 

• 

We have Defore us a 5i tuation in which some, but not all,. • 
o~·the parties have essentially agreed to not contest the local 
exchange carriers' assertions that nQnpublie floor intorlnation is 
proprietary; in return the local exchanqe carriers allowaecess 
under the terms ot a protective aqreement.. However, this aqreement 
does not deprive parties not entering i.ntO' the settlement of their· 
rights tO'request the ~or.mation under the PUblic Records Act: nor 
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does it relieve us from the obligation under Gov't Code § 6255 to 
make findings regarding the public interest if a party requests us 
to do so. 

We are well aware that competitive conditions exis~ (~o 

greater or lesser extent) in the telecommunications markets covered 
by the settlement; this investigation itself is testament to our 
concerns that the local exchange carriers maintain a healthy 
presence in the so markets. We are also cognizant of the carriers' 
concerns about possible detrimental ef!e~s of unrestrained 
dissemination of their cost information •. At the SalUe ·tilne, we do 
not have enough information at this time. about the proposed 
nonpul:>lic floors or about the effects of their disclosure, to 
support the findings which would be required, by Gov't Cod.e § 6255 a 

It would be acceptable to us to allow a local exchange 
carrier to request that nonpublic floors be established. If it 
doe$ so, it should be very specific about the requested role of the 
nonpublic floor in implem~tation of pricing flexibility. More 
information is re~ired before we can rule on whether nonpublic 
floors are lawful or in the public interest. In its, request, a 
lcx::al. exchange carrier should address both. the ·lawfUlness of its 
request and. why nonpublic floors would be in the public interest .. 
Other parties may, if they wish, challenge the confidential nature 
of the nonpublic floors or information underlying the nonpublie 
floors. We would address such requests on a ease-by-case basis as 
they arise. 

"'. Protective AgrecmMts tor cost Data 
The ALJ asked parties to the settlement to provide the 

legal basis for the apparent presumption in the settlement that 
certain cost data and workpapers are proprietary a In their 
responses,.' parties are divided regarding' whether the settlement's. 
requirement that parties sign protective aqreementsto gain access 
to this information is based on a legal presUmption that the 
information is proprietary • 
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GTEC states that there is a legal presumption that a 
person's or a company's information is entitled to confidentiality, 
and that any disclosure requirements come only trom specific, duly 
enacted statutory authority. In its view, § 583 and G.O. 66-C 
recoqnize this legal presumption. 

Contel presents a similar view that, when there is a 
claillJ. that information ;5 proprietary, the presumption should be in 
tavor ot con~idential treatment~ It states that a requirement that 
the local exchange carrier prove the need tor contidential 
troatmont should only bo invokod it thoro i~ a chAllongo to 
confidentiality which has not been satisfactorily resolved by the 
parties pursuant to, a confidentiality agreement. To de otherwise 
would waste Commission time, in its view. Contel concludes that 
G.O .. 66-C and § 1040 of the EVidence Cocle authorize the claim ot 
confidentiality contemplated by the settlement and that, absent an 
unresolved c~allenge to. that claim, the Commission should give it' 
effect • 

The Smaller Independents also cite G.O. 66-C to support 
their claim that proprietary restrictions promote a fair 
competitive environment and reduce ~he opportunity tor abuse of 
Commission procedure. which protect public and business interests. 
They state that the,interc5t in making information available is 
balanced with the interest in preserving' con!identiality. They 
assert that access to, such information ~y a competitor would create 
an unfair advantage to a nonrequlated competitor whose own cost 
clata are proprietary. By entering into. protective agreements, 
competitors would be prevented from using the information tor their, 
own benefit. The smaller Independents conclude that fair 
competition would be encouraged by equal treatment and proprietary 
protections tor both regulated and nonregulated competitors. 

In addition to· citing G .. O ... 66-C, MCI references § 1060 of, 
the Evidence Code and § 3426 of the Civil Code Which., it asserts, 
r.coqniz. tho public policy advantages inherent in according 
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confidential treatment to material when disclosure of such material 
would confer an economic advantage on persons other than the owner 
of the information. 

Pacific takes quite a different view from GTEC, Contel, 
the Smaller Independents, and MCI, stating that the settlement does 
not specifically treat any cost data or workpapers as proprietary 
nor adopt or assert any presumption that any information is 
proprietary. In its view, in any case w,here information is 
provided and the utility states that the information is considered 
proprietary, any party may challenge the utility'S assertion. 
Pacific submits that the burdenwould'~en be on the utility to 
demonstrate the proprietary nature of the information. 

Roseville also disagrees with the ALJ's implication that 
the treatment of cost data andworkpapers as proprietary within the 
terms of the settlement is based on a presumption that they are 
proprietary. In Roseville's view,. the a~eed-upon treatment is 
fair and reasonable, Dut does not affect the treatment of cost data 
and workpapers outside the scope of the settlement. Roseville 
sta~es that the parties a9%'eed to. this general approach to. expedite 
pricing flexibility rather than endure ad hoe procedures which 
could lead to undue contention and delay. 

AT&T agrees with Pacific that, under the settlement, the 
burden to demonstrate the proprietary nature of the information 
would be, as now, on the local exchange carrier. AT&T states that 
the settlement does not expand the Commission's rules regarding 
proprietary data, since proprietary protection is routinely invoked 
for data responses, advice letters, and evidence submitted in 
hearings. 

Of the settlement's opponents,~AssemblywomanMoore alone 
took issue with the proprietary treatment of cost data and 
wor)cpapers. She asserts that. limiti~g access to this data to 
persons who have signed a protective a~eement in a rate increase 
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case would violate §§ 4$4 and 455, which require the Commission to 
publicly hear and decide upon such increases. 

Qiscussion 
This issue has effectively been resolved by our 

discussion in the prior section regarding nonpublic floors. 
Parties disagree about Whether there is a legal presumption that 
cost data is entitled to confidentiality, and Whether the 
settlement's treatment of cost data is based on such a presumption. 
Neither of those point~ needs to be resolved at this time. 

Roa~illo .tatos thAt tho parties to, the ~ttlement 
aqreed on the general approach in Which aceo~~ to ut1l1ty'4ata i~ 
provided through protective agreements as a practical resolution of 
the issue. That is fine. However, as noted above, such an 
agreement does not abridge other parties' rights to request t!l.e 
<lata. on other ter.ms if they wish to do so. We will entertain any 
such requests if they Arise, and deal with them on a case-by-case 
basis. 
c. . Bate Floors ansi' Pricinq nexibility 

~he settlement provides tor public or nonpublic floors, 
set at or above di,rect embedded costs or fully allocated elnbedded 
costs, at the local exc:b.anqe carrier's discretion.. The settlem..ent 
does not provide for simultaneous public and nonpublic floors-tor 
vertical services, but allows :both a nonpublic floor and a hi9her 
pUblic floor tor centrex and high speed digital private line 
services. The related issues raised by opponents of the settlement 
center around ~e proposed levels of the rate floors an~ how they 
would be imple.-nentecl.. 

1. Lqvels Of' Rate Doors 
Manyot the parties opposed to the settlement take issue 

with the settlement',s provision that rate floors· be based on direct . 
or tully allocated embedded costs. DOO/FEA characterizes both 

direct and fUlly allocated embedded costs a~ ·eeonomic shackles· 
which would ·almost certainly· prevent the local exchange carriers 
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~rom competing for customers. It believes that both types o~ 
embedded costs are well above current economic costs and that their 
usa tor pricing purposos is contrary to tho commi$sion'$ own 
position in the OII that incremental cost~ =hould bo uaed. 

On the other hand, CC'I'A and 'I'URN assert that prices 
should be at or above fully allocated embedded costs. The position 
of CC'I'A is that use of direct embedded costs would cause basic 
services to subsidize t;he services covered in the settlement. CC'I'A 
argues that a competitor must be able t~ charge rates which cover 
its administrative costs in order to survive, and that the local 
exchange carriers should similarly be required to charge. ,rates . 
which include their administrative costs. In its view, effective 
competition will never develop it local exchange carriers are 
allowed to shift adm;nistrative costs away from. their eompe~itive 
services. CCTA arques that the Commission has a duty to proteet 
the ratepayer from cross subsidizing competitive services and to 
allow fair competition for competitive services. It concludes that 
the settlement fails on both of these crucial points .. 

TORN recognizes that direct embedded or even incremental 
costs might be a loqical cost floor if the local exchange carriers 
were facing, compet,ition for these services. However, TORN' :believes 
tb.at application or such 'textbook economictheory* would. be ~lawed.· 
here for several r~asons._ Residential customers would be 'required 
to carry a greater load of common costs which, in TURN's view, 
should be shared equally. FUrther, TORN states that there is no 
evidentiary recor~ documenting the extent or even the existence of 
competition tor these services which woul~ jU$tity NcompetitiveN 

pricing- Yinally, TORN a~~ert~ that therais no reliable CO$t data 
available at this time upon· Which to base. such price cllanqes.. It 
charqes that parties must either. use taulty· cost data to:cnulated 
over the past year ~r two or, where there are gaps, provide new 
embedded cost estimates. TORN complains that the settlement qives 
no direction as to how embedded costs should be calculated. 1"OR.~ 
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argues that the implementation provisions in the settlement a!!orQ 
other interested parties little opportunity to contest the valiQity 
of the local exchange carriers' cost estimates and sees the fact 
that no mechanism is provided for raising aQopted floors should 
costs rise as a serious failing of the settlement. 

Echoing TORN's concerns regarding the accuracy of 
existinq cost estimates, CACD recommends that any adopted rate 
floors should :be set al:Iove embedded cost estimates, perhaps by 10 

percent.or more. It asserts that direct and fully allocated 
embedded.costing methods should be more clearly defined and further 
that the Commission should specify when·direct·orfully allocated 
costs should be used, rather than allowing the local exchange 
carriers discretion in this matter. 

CACO also remarks that allowing a local exchange carrier 
to drop its rates t~ direct or tully allocated embedded costs in 
one step does not seem to fit the strateqy of *take small steps and 
monitor the results* stated in the oxr at page 10. TORN concurs, 
stating that it the 'commission: . foregoes hearings in ~hase I 

contrary as. 'rORN's primary recommendatio~, then only'small, 
carefully measured steps should be take in implementing initial 
pricing flexibility. 

Parties to the settlement reply that direct embedded 
costs are not anticompetitive, agreeing with OOO/FEk that current 
costs of providing these services are well below direct embedded . 
costs and that incremental costs are the proper economic price. 
Pacific and G'1'EC state that they entered into the settlement as a 
compromise,. so that at least a limited degree of flexibility would 
become available. GTEC reports· that thecos1:ing approach was a 
point of aub5tantial eontrovor"y. <1urinq tho noqotiation$,. in 
particular the lack of experience with incremental costs. (';TEe 

expects that it can provide price reductions to its customers even 
with a direct GlIIbedded cost floor. Parties point out that other 
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costing methodolo9ies including use of incremental co~t~ may be 
considered in later phases of the investigation. 

ORA arque~ that downward flexibility may result in 
increased rather than decreased contributions to basic rates, 
because additional sales may be stimulated by the reduced prices. 
It recognizes that if demand is not elastic then downward pricing 
fiexibility may result in lower revenues, as contended by TORN .. 
However, it concludes that local exchange carriers have a self
interest to- not reduce prices in such situations, since they would 
bear the risk of such losses. 

Parties to the settlement also· argue that the procedures 
in the settlement for establishment of the floors give interested 
parties fUll opportuni 1;y to review and comment on the c:ost data .. 

Interested parties can review and protest price floor proposals if 
they are not satisfied with the cost studies or other data in the 
filings. 

In response to CACD's recommendation that a cushion be 

built into- price floors, Pacific .andGTEC ass~rt that this would be 

u.zmecessary and inappropriate,. pointing out that there is always 
some degree of uncertainty with any process where cost estimates 
are required. They believe that the local exchange carriers and 
CACD can make reasonably accurate cost determinations. The cost 
support provided by the local exc:han96 carriers;will be subj ect to 
complete review and any floor must be' approved by the commission. 
FUrther, they assert that direct or tully'allocated embedded costs 
are conservative costinq measures which already provide assurance 
that prices will be above incremental costs. 

Regarding CACD's request for clear definitions of the 
costing procedures, some parties to· the settlement reply that the 
commission An4 the parties have enough experience with these 
costinq mothodoloqiec that they are now reAsonable benchm~rks. 
However, GTEC aqreoG with CACD that thore should be mutually 
accepted 4etinitions, and propososthe Price Waterhou:o 4ctinitioni 
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included as part of Pacific's testimony submittea in Phase I. GXEC 
is confident that acceptable definitions can be agreed upon by the 
parties and that tine tuning of the application of such definitions 
can occur on a case-by-case basis it need be. Pacitic states that 
the parties to the settlement did not see a need to incorporate 
specific conditions under which direct or tully allocated embedded. 
costs should De used and that CACD has not set forth any rationale 
for such a requirement. 

ORA asserts, contrary to CACD's suggestion that an 
immediate move to embedded cost pricing may be too large a step, 
that the overall framework for, rate bands. established in the 
settlement 10. a conservative" small Gtop'. It believes tha'C 'the 
reSUlting lowor rates wou14 bonofit con~umers an4 serve economic 
efficiency objectives as long as rates are at or above costs. 
Pacific sfmilarly replies that the flexibility provided by the 
settlement is extremely limited and is consistent with the intent 
of the OII. Pacific emphasizes that the Commission must 
specifically approve any proposed caps and floors and that 
subsequent notice of price changes within the pre approved band 
would then be merely an administrative function. 

Discussion 
While recQ(Jnizinq that incremental cost pricing may be 

the economic ideal, we .tind that the settlement's provisions that 
floors be based on fully allocated or direct embedded costs ~re 
acceptable as a practical alternative, at least until incremental 
cost methodologies are better developed. The settlement does not 

- require that floors De set ~gual .~ the embedded cost estimates, 
and we caution that there may be reasons why the Commission would 
choose to set the floors somewhat above these estimates. 

We share some parties' concerns reqardinq the reliability 
of cost estimates. Another factor is the intended role of the 
floor. For public floors, the local exchange carriers appear to 
want flexibility to subsequently sci: rates anywhere between the cap 
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and the floor upon notice without further justification needed. 
The role of nonpublic floors is not clearly defined in the 
settlement, however. The size of the resulting rate ~ands is also 
an issue in setting the floor. The local exchange carriers' floor 
proposals will De suDject to· scrutiny by all parties and to 
approval by the commission prior to' implementation. We believe 
that questions regarding reliabili~y of cost estimates and, if 
relevant,. the implied band size are best examined in the context of 
a specific utility proposal. These factors may well militate 
against setting the floor prices equal to embedded cost estimates. 

We will review carefully the cost data submitted for each 
service anel will decide,. on a case-by-case basis, whether the 
floors should be set equal t~ the embedded cost estimates or 
somewhat higher. We not~ that a relatively small rate band in the 
spirit of the Observa.tion Approach developed in 0.87-07-0l.7 may be 

most appropriate, as suggested by CACD, as a practical solution to 
ensure against anticompetitive pricing without the necessity of 
protracted hearings hammering out more precise cost estimates. 

, , 

2. Xmpleaentation of noom' ADd Priscina nexibility 
Depending' on the service and the type of pricing 

flexibility chosen by the local exchange carrier, the settlement 
proposes different procedures for implementing the rate floors and 
subsequent pricing flexibility. The settlement's general approach 
to implementation of pricing flexibility is as follows. 

If the 10,cal exchange carrier chooses to· use a public 
floor for a service, it first submits an advice letter proposal 
including the proposed floor(s) and initial rates to CACD with 
notice to all parties. Once CACD is satisfied with the proposal, 
the local exchange carrier may then file its advice letter 
formally , with service ot: the advice letter on all parties. 
CODents and reply comments WOUld' be allowed. A Commission 
resolution would be required tor approval of the public floor and 
its reflection in the tarift schedules • 
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Once a public floor is in place, the local exchange 
carrier would be allowed to change actual prices between the cap 
(prices in effect at time of approval of the settlement or as 
otherwise determined by the Commission) and the floor simply by 
sending a letter to CACO, which would place the lQtter in that 
local exchange carrier's advice letter binder, and notifying its 
customers.. 'rhe notice period required would depend on the service 
and whether the rate Change is an increase or a decrease. 

If a local exchange carrier wishes to implement a 
nonpublic floor, a similar procedure would be followed.. 'rhe 
parties Chose the term *tlexible pricing letter* to aescribe the 
procedure.. 'rhe local exchange carrier would submit a flexi;ble 
pricing letter proposal to· CACD with notice to all parties, • 
followed by a flexible pricing letter served on all parties. 
Comments and reply comments would be allowed. A commission 
resolution, which would not state the nonpublic floors, would be 

required to approve the nonpublic floors • 
'rhe reql.1,irements for changing a rate when a nonpublic 

noor has been approved are more stringent than when there is a 
public noor.. 'rhe local exchange carrier could only request such 
changes through the standard advice letter procedure in G.O. 96-A. 

'rhe settlement also provides that a local exchange 
carrier may choose t~have both a nonpublic floor and a higher 
public floor for centrex and high speed digital private line 
~ervices, with each established as described above. In that 
situation, the existence of a nonpublic floor would not affect the 
manner in which rate changes could be implemented. Rates could 
only be set between the cap and the public floor •. 

'rhe local exchange carriers could initiate establishlnent 
of rate fioors and pricing flexibility for vertical services and 
centrex services immediately after commission approval of the 
settlement. However, this process could not begin ~or high speed 
diqital private line services until after a commission order in the 
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supplemental rate design proceeding restructuring these taritfs. 
~ternatively, the local exchange carriers could initiate the 
process so that the new rates could be effective by January 1, 
1989. (The settlement provides that local exchange carriers which 
receivo prieing tlcxibility mu~t a4dross tho i~~ue of a comparablo 
element tor centrex and PBX taritfs in the supplemental rate qesign 
proceeding~ carriers could also propose centrex loop deaveraging in 
that proceeding. However, pricing tlexibility tor centreX' services 
would not be delayed for this purpose.) 

Atter initial establishment, changes in either a public 
or nonpublic floor could be proposed by the local exchange~carrier
using the sa:me procedure as for initial establishlnent, i.e., an 
advice letter or flexible pricing letter. The settlement does not 
provid~ for any changes in the rate caps from those in place at the 
time the settlement, is approved. Pacific notes in response to. a 
CACD query that such changes could be made following already
existing procedures in rate cases • 

The assigned 'A!.J. asked ~e pa,rties to address whether 
G.O. 96-A shoulc1 be mOdified to- accomm04ate the revisions to. ac1vice 
letter procedure. proposed by the •• ttlement. Sho alao inquired 
Why the term It'tlexible pricinq letterlt' ill uaod rather than It'advice 
letterlt' in establishment ot nonpublic floors. 

CA~ is concerned that the letter to CACO informing it of 
rate changes when there is a public floor in place would not effect 
revisions to· the tariff schedules. In its view, there may be 
confusion even if the letter of notifica:t;ion is filed in the ad.vice 
letter binder with the related tariff schedules.. CACD fears that 
this deviation trom established procedures could create a great 
chance that the local exchange carriers might inadvertently use 
obsolete taritfrates. 

For centrex services and high speed digital private line 
services, the settlement provides that rate changes proposed by the 
local exchange carrier would be published in the Commission's Daily 
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calendar. CACD expresses concerns that such publication coule take . 
too m.uch space. 

~mmentS or th~ Pa~ 
The parties are in general agreement that G.O. 96-A does 

not require modification (except regarding special contracts, as 
discussed in a later section o~ this eccision), noting that the 
commission has authority tc order procedures for specific filings 
different from G.O. 96-A's procedures. While some parties state 
that the Commission m.ay wish to mOdify G.O. 96-A to reflect the 
terms of the Phase I settlement, others believe that such 
modifications could be ~rematureat this time until further 
experience with the settlement is gained and Phase II and Phase III 
are completed. 

T,ne parties ofter several, explanations of the 
differentiation between advice letters and flexible pricing letters 
in the settlement. Some parties point out that the flexible 
pricing letter is a procedure for prereview of costs, not a request 
for a change in a tariffed 'rate or rate baDQ. According to other 
parties, the main reason tor the distinction is that the tlexil>le 
pricing letter is confidential and proprietary. other parties 
simply contend that the fle~le pricing letter is not intended to 
be an advice letter and that its characterization as such would De 

unnecessary and inappropriate. 
DRA'submits that there is no- need to change the tariff 

schedules when rates are ehangea:, because the rates will :be within 
the tariffed cap and floor. In its view, the letter of 
notification suffices t~ inform. interested parties of the Changes 
in rates. Taking a different view; Pacifie states that it inten~s 
to file an update of its tariff schedule when it notifies CACO of a 
rate change within the approved rate band. GTEC similarly replies 
that it would be agreeable tc submitting revised tariff sheets for 
filinq in this circumstance • 
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TORN argues that the advice letter process~ including the 
suggested variations thereof, is a totally inappropriate mechanism 
tor modifying price flexibility rate bands. In its view, the local 
exchange carriers will eventually seek upward flexibility above the 
cap and downward flexibility below embedded costs down to 
incremental costs. TORN asserts that the adyice letter proces~ 
does not command the necessary amount of scrutiny for changes with 
such far-reaching ilnpacts. TURN recommends that the carriers be 

required to file applications rather than advice letters to 
establish or change the rate bands.· In its view, an application 
would provide greater detail than re~ired.by the-advice letter 
process. Further, TORN states. that interested parties generally 
have greater access to utility information and greater input into. 
the final result through the application process. 

In response to. TORN, parties to the settlement state that 
the settlement does not allow upward flexibility beyond the cap or 
downward flexibility below direct embedded costs. ORA an~icipates . 
that such request,s, it they occur, would be made through. an 
application as TORN envisions. Pacific also points out that 
certain portions of the implementation procedure exceed G.O. 96-A 
requirements. For example,. parties can receive price floor 
proposals prior to the advice letter filing, and have 30 days 
rather than the standard 20 days to comment on the proposals. 

Deferral of the SlmPlemeD3cAl Rate Design Proceeding 
In D.88-08-024 issued on August 10, 1988, we deferred 

until after Phase II the supplemental rate design proceeding which 
h.ad been planned to follow Phase I. This deferral runs contrary to 
the expectation in the settlement that a comparable element for .. 
centrex and PBX tariff schedules and centrex loop deaveraqinq would 
be considered and that tariff schedules tor high speed digital . . 
services would be restructured in the supplemental rate design 
proceeding, with private line pricing flexibility and competitive 
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entry delayed until the restructured private line tariff schedules 
are approved. 

In a Joint Assigned commissionars' Ruling dcted July 11, 
1988, Commissioner Vial and Commissioner Wilk proposed a package of 
procedural changes for the investigation as well as tor Pacific's 
and GTEC's ongoing general rate eases. Part of their proposal was 
the deterralof Pacific's supplemental rate design and 
consolidation with comparable rate design ef!orts for G~C. The 
Joint Ruling recoqnized that this deferral would be inconsistent 
with the Phase I settlement. ~he Joint Ruling allowed parties to 
comment on the overall restructuring proposal and specific~lly 
asked parties to· comment on a DRA recommendation, made in a motion 
filed in Pacific's general rate proceeding in which DRA requested 
deferral ot the s~pplemental rate design proceeding I that the 
centrex and private line rate desig.nissues planned tor the 
supplemental rate design proceeding be considered instead in 

separate applications. or advice letters. Parties' comments on the 
Joint Ruling were tiled by July 28, 198~. 

In its comments on the Joint Ruling, DRA elaborates on 
its earlier recommendation. It now recommends that the commission 
order Pacific to file, ~y september lS, 1988, new private line 
tariff schedules which restructure and proviQe priCing ~lexibility 
anQ that a workshop on the tariff filing- be held on October 3, 
1988. Participants in the workshop could then provide 
recommendations to the Commission by October 31, 1988. If Pacific 
does not file its tariff schedules providing for pricing 
~lexi~ility on or before september lS, 1988, or does not comply 
with the spirit anQ intent of the Phase I settlement, DRA 
recommends that the commission move to· open entry in high speed 
diqital private line markets on January 1, 1989 even it Pacific's 
private line tariff schedules are not at that time changed to 
permit pricing flexibility. Recognizing-that this would be 
contrary to the provisions of the settlement, DRA. states that the 
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Commission would have to take appropriate procedural steps to 
implement open entry without pricing flexibility. It concludes, 
however, that such action would be fully consistent with the intent 
of the settlement. 

None of the parties which ; oined in the settlement takes 
the position in its comment~ that deferral of ,the supplemental rate 
desiqn proceeding, which would prevent the Phase I settlement from 
being carried out exactly, would require the settlement to· De 

scuttled.. To the contrary, each party either supports DRA's. 
proposed implementation of the rate design changes in the 
settlement or recommends other a1. ternati ves which,. in. its view, 
would effect the intent of the settlement. Pacific agrees with DAA 
that separate applications or advice letters would be appropriate • 

. G'I'EC states that the rate redesign contemplated' by the Phase I 
settlement could be accomplished tor GTEC within its pending rate 
case, with the proceeding consolidated with Pacific's comparable 
proceeding for this limited purpose if desirable. 

~ AT&T, in a response to ORA's motion, first recommended 

• 

,that a prehear1ng conforence be held in the investigation to 
establish a framework for addressing the rate restructuring. In 
its reply to the Joint Ruling, however,. AT&T' now believes that, in 
order to expedite the process further, a filing date for the local 
exchange carriers to propose new tariff schedules should be set a.."ld 
hearinqs scheduled immediately so that the new service elements 
could be available by .:ranuary l, 1989. AT&T' submits that 'separate 
applications or advice l~tters would unnecessarily extend the time 
needed to fmplement the proposals and would raise the potential for 
only limited participation by interested parties .. 

Mel agrees with M&T' that requirinq the fili:tl.g of 
separate applications might unnece~sarilY prolong the' resolution ot 
the issues. Mel also expresses concern that use of advice letters 
might not grant interested parties sufficient procedural and 
substantive protections.. On balance, MCl concludes that the 
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Commission should require the local exchange carriers to tile 
advice, letters by September 1, 1988, anQ should specifically 
provide for hearings on those advice letters in the event of any 
protest 'I> Such hearings should be scheduled in time for the 
Commission to. render a tinal decicion by the end o.f the year. 

BAT recommon45 that tho Commi5sio.n or4er Pacific to. file, 
as soon as possible, an advice letter implementing, at a minimum, 
the ~undling of high speed digital private line tariff schedules. 
In BAT's view, these tariff changes would be limited in scope anQ 
comparatively easy to accomplish. BAr recommends that Pacific anQ 
GTEC tile further proposals todeaverage these tari;ft. s.chedules and 
implem~t priCing flexibility, as provided by the settlement, in 
either a separate application or a separate advice letter tiling 
,since,. in its view, these changes could be tar more complex and. 
controversial than the unbundling portion of the restrueturing 
proposed by the settlement. 

DisegssioD 
In the spirit of maintaining the integrity of the 

settlement to. the extent possible, we concur with its overall 
procedural approach regarding implementation of pricing 
tlexibili ty. It is reasonable for local exchange carriers to. 
propose prieingtlexibility tor vertical serviees and centrex 
services through advice letters and flexible pricing letters as 
provided in the settlement. 

Changes need to be made to. the settlement, however, to
comport with deferral ot the supplemental rate design proceeding. 
Parties recommend various procedural alternatives that could be 
used t~ restructure tari!! schedules tor centrex and high speed 
digital services and provide pricing flexibility tor high speed 
digital private line services. We are concerned that advice 
letters, sU9gestedby MeI and o~ers, may not be an adequate 
approach for such maj ortaritt changes.. Advice letters are 
intended, tor example, tor implementation of already-approved 
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commission rate changes, changes in the conditions of service, and 
introduction of new services. CACD reviews an advice letter and 
prepares a resolution, it ealled tor by G.O. 90-A, to plaee on the 
commission's agenda. Parties may tile protests, but advice letters 
have no assiqned commissioner, no ALJ, no' hearings,. and no forum 
other th~ written protests ,for parties to air coneerns they may 
have. 

At the same time, we see no apparent need tor evidentiary 
hearings, and tear that our standard application process might 
unneccG5arily delay completion ot the private lin~ moditieation~ 
beyond the January 1, 19891mplementation date contemplated :by the 
settlement. We conclude that an expedited'application procedure 
similar to that adopted in Resolution ALJ-~S9 on June ~~, ~9S7 for 
eertain natural gas and electrie matters should be used to 
restructure the tariff schedules, for centrex and high speed digital 
services and implement pricing flexibility for high speed digital 
private line services •• 

Pacific and GTEC should file their complete proposals for 
private line services no later than September 20, 1988 to allow 

.. implementation by January 1,. 1989'. We will not impose filing . 
deadlines for other carriers, nor for proposals to restructure 
centrex tariff schedules. 

Following the procedure in Resolution ALJ-159, parties 
may file protests within 20 days atteran application is filed in 
an expedited application docket. If a protest is received or if . 
CACO so requests r the .assigned ALJ would moderate a workshop where 
the local exchange carrier would address questions .a):)out the 
proposal and supporting cost data. The ALJ would then conter with 
tho 4G~iqn04 Commi.~ioner to- 40termine Whether the matter is 
sufficiently con~roversial to warrant a regular hearing process. 
If not,. the ALJ would prepare a proposed Commission decision. The 
expedited application procedure is set forth in more detail in 
Appendix A • 
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It is our intent that thiG procedure will provide a forum 
conducive to. open discussion among the parties so. that resolution 
of the local exchange carriers' proposals can be resolved without 
resort to evidentiary hearings. Parties are reminded that the 
pricing packages resulting from the settlement are interfm in 
nature and. that ongoing changes in the regulatory structure, if 
warranted, will be developed in Phase II. We do. not wish to. see 
Phase I implementation bogged down in unproductive controversy_ 
There is value in allowing speedy implementation of such limited 
flexibility so that experience can be gained prior to. consideration 
of broader regulatory changes in Phase II. 

We have no. objection to. the settlement's provision that 
rates may be changed through an expedited process with reduced 
notice roquiremont. atter a public floor haa boen eatablished. 
Since all rato§ muat bo inelU404 in the tariff -eh04ul.. purauant 
to. PO' Code § 489, the local exchange carriers should attach update4 
schedules to. the letters to. CACD changing rates, as suggested by 
Pacific and GTEC. We also have no objection to. use of advice . 
letters to. change rates when only a nonpublic floor is in place. 

We share CACD's concerns that space in the Daily calendar 
could be a problem, and see no reason to: publish the actual 
proposed rates Changes. For our administrative eonvenienee~ we 
propose that the settlement be modified in this respect. 'Onder 
current procedures, all advice letters are noticed on the Daily 
calendar. We would also provide that flexible pricing letters and 
letters to. CACD notifyinq it of rate changes between caps and 
publie ~loors be cited in the Daily calendar as. well. Parties 
could then ask the local exchange carriers for more intormation it 
they wish to de> so. 

We see ne> need to· modify G.O. 96-A to. incorporate the 
procedures adopted by this decision for implementation o.f the Phase. 

I settle:ment. These changes. are adopted on an interim basis. As 

this investigation proceec1s, experience gained with these 
procedures will qive guidance regarding Whether they should be lI1ade 
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permanent. If appropriate, we may modify G.O. 96-A to incorporate 
these or other procedures once more experience is gained and we are 
more confident that the changes will be more longlasting. 
D. Monitoring 

The settlement would impose different monitoring 
requirements depending upon the service in question. A local 
exchange carrier would include details of its proposed traeking 
progr~ in its adviee letter or flexible prieing letter requesting 
pricing flexibility. 

For vertical services r the local exchange carrier would 
be reql.lired to track on -a monthly-- basis in-service and inward 
movement volumes, recurring and. nonrecurring billings, and 
recurring and nonrecurring costs for each vertical service for 

'which pricing flexibility is granted.. The settlement states that 
this. intormation shall be retained "J:Jy the local exchange carrier 
for five years and shall be provided to the Commission and./or the 
Commission staff.upon request • 

For centrex services ~ the local exchange carrier' would 
track on a monthly basis in-service and inward movement volu:m.es and 
recurring and nonrecurring ~il11ngs. Tbe carrier wou14 propocc a 
method to track centrex costs 1n ita advice letter or flexible 
pricing letter filing. 

For private line services, each local exchange carrier is 
required to file the following data regarding high speed digital 
serviee tariffs modified pursuant to the settlement: revenues, 
costs, ano. information regarding the number and nature of ser-rice 
complaints~ Thi$ information would be filed on a semiannual basis 
beginning 180 days following the effective date of tariff changes. 
Local exchange carriers which simply concur in the tariffs of other 
local exchange earrier$ would not be required to file the eost ana 
revenue elata, but would still have to report on the nature and 
number of service complaints • 
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CACO believes that monthly tracking results should be 

filed with CACD at least on an annual basis and that the ~irst 
tiling should have the same data for the year prior to 
implementation of rate tlexibility. 

TORN complains that monitoring receives little attention 
in the settlement. In its View, the commission should require, at 
a minimum, that the costs of each service be developed, analyzed, 
and filed on a regular basis before the commission even considers 
the proposed settlement.. In addition, TORN believes that customer 
complaints should be systematically filed with the commission in vi" 
order to monitor any possible degradation of service. TORN notes 
that, in contrast to this settlement, the Commission established a 
monitoring plan for AT&T in I.85-11-013 first and is only now 
addre55ing the iaaue of how much pricing flexibility ahould be 
granted. A monitoring plan tor AT&T was, developed by all of the 
interested parties through several workshops. under that plan, 
cost components and service complaints will be monitored on a 
quarterly basis and a, survey will measure, customer satis~aetion. 
TORN concludes that, while the AT&~monitoring plan is not ideal, 
it offers considerably more than does this settlement. 

Pacific submits that the settlement's monitoring 
provisions are sufficient to, address CACD.'s concerns. Pacific 
notes that it may not be possible to provide prior-year information 
and states that requests tor monitoring intormation beyond that 
required by' the settlement can be· pursued by CACD through data 
requests. 

since the pricing tlexibilityprov1ded by the settlement 
is an interim measure, we do not believe that a modification to the 
settlement to require development of a monitoring program such as 
that requested by TORN is warranted. However, any data that may be 

potentially Useful in evaluating Phase II proposals should be 

gathered. CACD should work with the local exchange carriers to 
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establish additional monitoring procedures, if needed, beyond those . 
provided in the settlement. 
E. ~rt:i.£al Servi.":r 

The settlement allows the local exchange carriers to 
apply for rate flexibility for the following vertical services: 

call Waiting 
call ForwardinC] 
Busy call Forwardinq 
Busy call Forwardinq--Extended 
Delayed call ForwardinC] 
Three-Way calling 
Speed calling 
Intercom 
Direct Connection 
call Restriction, except 97& blocking 
call Hold 
call Pickup 

The terms and implementation of rate flex~ility for 
vertical services are as described previously, i.e., tariffed rates 
may vary between a cap of current rates and a public or nonpublic 

. floor .(but not both) based on direct or fully allocated embedded 
costs.. 

No party's comments addressed any issue specific to. 
vertical services. We find no- reason to. rej ect this portion of the 
settlement. 
F. Centrex $em", 

~he terms and ~plementation of rate flexibility provided 
in the settlement for centrex services are similar to those for 
vertical services,. with a few exceptions: A m.ore complex floor 
structure would be allowed, with a s~rieso·f discounts rather than 
a single floor, to recognize different costs incurred by the local 
exchanqe carrier. ~he discounts may·be based, tor example, on the 
number of features,. the number of centrex lines, the cost of loops, 
and the length of the contract. The discounts would be :based on 
direct or fully allocated embeaded costs, and could not allOW the 
total price per line for the centrex service to fall below the SUlI.\ 
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ot the single-line ~usiness service rate and the mUlti-line End
User customer Access Line Charge (EOCL). A local exchange carrier 
may choose to implement both a public and a nonpublic floor, with 
the public floor set above the nonpublie floor. Notice 
reqnirements are not as restrictive, in recognition of the facts 
that centrex customers tend to be more sophisticated and the market 
is likely to be more competitive. 

In addition to tariffed rate- flexibility, a local 
exchange carrier would ~a allowed to- negotiato customer-specific 
sorvice agroements within the established cap and a public floor. 
(If only a nonpublic floor is established, then the local exchange 
carrier cannot negotiate customer-specific service agreements.) 
~e settlement provides that such customer-specific agreements 
would not fall within the guidelines for special contracts 
discussed later in this decision, and that they would be 
proprietary, as discussed elsewhere in this decision. 

If pricing flexibility is granted for a local exchange 
carrier's centrex services, the carrier must also offer certain PBX 
options to customers as well. In measured rate exchanges, 
customers woulcl :be given the option to order either a PBX trunk, 0::: 
single line :business service plus Direct Inward Dialing (if the 
capabilities of such service,meets the customer's needs). Further, 
local exchange carriers with centrex pricing flexibility are 
required to acldress in the supplemental ~ate design proceeding the 
issue of compara:ble elements for centrex and PBX customers. 

Parties' comments relating to centrex serviees focus on 
the appropriateness of proprietary treatment of customer-speci!ic 
service agreement, as well as broader issues such as use of public 
and nonpublic floors~ These issues have been dealt with in other 
sections of this clecision. We see no reasons to- reject centrex
related portions otthe settlement, except as discussed elsewhere 
in this decision • 
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81gb Speed Qiq~al Service~ 

1.. ~ompetitive Enta 
The settlement would allow competition in intraLAXA high 

speed digital private line servicesS and specifies that 
competitive carriers may provide multiplexing services for voice 
and/or data at the end user's premises as long as the transmission 
from or to the end user's premises is at 1.544 mbps or above. 
Competitive entry would be allowed coincident with the effective 
elate of the unDundling and deaveraging of the local exchange 
carriers' tariffs tor high speed digital services provided for by 
the settlement. 

The settlement also addres~es requests for intra LATA 

authority already granted or pendinqtor weI, SAX, and Mel. wCI's 
A.87-02-033 in which it requests statewide intraLATA high speed 
c1iqital private line authority would 'be granted and restrictions on 
the existing intratATA authority of BAX andWCI would be removed, 
so- that such authority is not more restrictive than entry allowed 
under'the settlement.. MCI would also be allowed to provide interim 
interLATA vnet service (a virtual private network service) to 
custpmers in addition to those specifically identified in its 
motion for interim authority dated september lS, ~9S7.6 

The settlement describes conditions under which entry 
would be allowed. Carriers which: are already certificated. to 
provide inter~A services, would not be re~ired to tile 
applications to receive separate authority to· proviae intraLATA 
hiqh speed diqital private line services, but instead could 

S T.he settlement defines 'high' speed diqital service* as service 
at 1.544 megabits per second (mbps) and above.. An, *intraLATA higl:l. 
speed digital private lineN is defined as the dedicated connection 
of two or more end. user premises within a LATA for the pw::pose of 
providing intraLA'I'A nonswitched serviees~ 

6 We note that, since the settlelXlent was signed, 0.88-07-034 has 
granted Mel the requested authority • 
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commence service upon approval of taritt aehe~ulo~ tiled by a4vicc 
lotter. Other potential earriorB wou14 havo to ~ly'w1th 

oxi5~in9 requirements to receivo CPCNs. AT&T would ~ qrante4 
intraLATA pricing flexibility equal to' that provided tor local 
exchange carriers in the settlement. Carriers other than AT&T 
would be regulated in the streamlined fashion now accorded 
inter~A resellers. 

~e AIJ instructed parties to comment on the legality of 
expancling the authority of WCI, BA1', MCI, and other interLATA 
carriers as contemplated by the settlement, and questioned whether 
PtJ Code § 1001 would require separate applications by each carrier. 

Cqmments of the Parties 
CCTA protests that the settlement restricts competitive 

entry to only high speed services between end user premises. Its 
view is that, absent a stronq tactual showinq to- the contrary, 
competitive entry should. be allowed tor other services, e.g •. , data 

transmission below 1.544 lDbps and private lines furnished, tOo 
interexehanqe carriers or other intraLATA competitors. In 
particular, it is concerned that cable companies should be allowed 
to provide two-way low speed telecommunications services. 

AX&T replies that some parties te> the settlement, 
inclUding' AT&T, support competitive entry tor lower speed private 
line services but that deterral o~ this issue t~ Phase III was a 
necessary concession to- achieve an agreement. Its view is that 
sueh deferral does not unduly compromise- the public interest. 
Taking an opposite view, GTEC states that it does not believe that 
any intraLA'rA competition is in the public interes.t, ancl that it 
withdrew its opposition to intra~A.hi9h speed di~italprivate 
line competition only as a 'significant concession' in the context 
of the 'delicately balanced'" negotiations resulting in the 
settlement. Parties note that any potential competitor can apply 
separately for authority to- otter services below J.'.544 mbps, since 
the settlement does not,address competitive entry for such services 
at all • 
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. 
Regarding CCTA's comments about connections to 

interexchange carriers, Paci~ic stresses that the settlement 
provisions apply only to intraLATA private line services. They ao 
not cover or affect an end. user's existing ability to connect to an 
interexehanqe carrier's point of presence for completion of 
interLATA traffic. Pacific asserts that connection to an 
interexch~ge carrier's switch for intraLATA purposes would 
constitute the provision of intraLAXA switched service, not 
intraLA1'A private line service, the subj ect of this portion of the 
settlement. 

weI states that the sole· reason for its opposition~o the 
settlement is the provision linking· approval of A.87-02-0~~ to 
allowance of intraLATA entry for other carriers. weI states that 
it is unwilling to stipulate to any delay in A.87-02-033. 

Only parties t~the settlement address the legality of 
the manner in which the settlement would expand competition in 
intr~A high speed digital private line services. These parties 
otter differing viewpOints regarding ~e applicability of PO Code § 

lOOl, which states in relevant part as follows: 
~o ••• telephone corporation ••• shall begin the 
construction ot ••• a line, plant,. or system, or 
of any extension thereof,. without having first 
obtained from the commission a certificate that 
the present or future public convenience and 
necessity require or will require such 
construction. 

wThis article shall not ~e construed to require 
any such corporation to secure such certificate 
for an extension within any eity or city and 
county within which it has theretofore lawfully 
commenced operations, or tor an extension int~ 
territory ei ther within or without a city or 
city anel county contiguous to its ...... line plant~ 
or s~stem~ and not theretofore served. by public 
util~ty of like character, or tor an extension 
within or to territory already served by it, 
necessary in the ordinary course of its 
business. w 
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DRA notes that § 1001 d'oe$' not require an application for . 
an extension to- contiguous territory not previously served by a 
public utility of like character or extension in the ordinary 
course of business. Without drawing conclusions, DRA states that 
the commission must decide whether the expanded authority allowed 
by the settlement is an extension for which further certification 
is required. 

Pacific cites, on the other hand, the portion of § 1001 
which provides that a telephone corporation need not obtain aCPCN 
for an extension within territory already served by it. Pacific 
con~ludes that if a carrier is already lawfully providing. services 
within the territories within which it seeks to provide intra~A 
high speed digital private line services,. it does not need to make 

a CPCN,application. 
Along this same line, AT&T states that § 1001 does not 

require that a company file a separate application to have a 
service restriction removed. AT&T stresses that WCI, BAX, MCI, and.

other interI.ATA carriers a~ready have authority from. the Commission . 
to operate in california. Since the Commission explicitly stated 
in the OIl that the current restrictions. on intraLATA authority 
would. be ad.dressed in this investigation, AT&T's view is that, to 
the extent that parties have determined that the restrictions 
should be lifted,. the Commission can determine that the settlement 
is in the public interest and remove such restrictions at this 
time. 

BAT and US Sprint largely mirror AT&T's views in this 
matter. BAT recognizes that § 1708 may require a hearing betore 
the Commission may modify earlier decisions, but believes that the 
AIJ's requirement that any party which wants a hearing on the 
settlement must specify in its comments- the particular issues it 
wants heard is aimed at satisfying the "opportunity to be hearcl"" 
portion of that statute. 

MCI highlights the settlement's proposed treatment of 
Mel's vnet service. Since that issue has been mooted by 
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D.88-07-034, MCI~s position is not detailed here~ MCl also states 
that the commission clearly has the authority to remove 
restrictions imposed on WCI and BAT by approving the settlement. 
MCI asserts that in 0.84-06-113 the commission determined that the 
public interest would benefit from intra LATA competition for 
diqital high speed private line services. It concludes that no new 
applications should be required to effectuate what it terms a basic 
policy decision made by the commission in D.a:4~06-113 and ratified 
. by the parties in the settlement .. 

Of the commenting parties,. G'I'Ee alone states that § 1001 
could possibly ·require . .a.new tiling'. by :most interLA'I'A carriers to. 
gain the intra~A authority discussed in the settlement. It 
points out that WCI and Mel have proeeedinqs pending in whiCh the 

tonG of tho aottlOlDOnt eould.))o );'eco91\1%o<1. C'J$C st4tOI5 that 
adoption ot the settle:ment would/" in effect,. result in the 
withdrawal. of GTEC's and Pacific's protests to. WCI's A.87-02-033. 
In GTEC's opinion, the settlement would have a similar effect 
reg-ardine; MeI's pendinq Vnet application. Since BA'r and. the. other 
inter~A carriers have no, comparable proceeding presently pending, 
GtEC concludes that they may have to. tile applications t~ modify 
their present.authority. Citizens suqgests that,. if carriers are 
required to submit separate applications, an expedited procedure 
for considerinq such applications should be adopted ~or carriers 
which do not request authority in excess of that contemplated by 
the settlement. 

Discussi2n 
It was our intent that co:mpetition for all private line' 

services be addressed in Phase I. However; as D .. 88-08-024 
suqqesta, we ~lieve that reassessment of the broader regulatory 
t~Amwm to'1;' lOQA;J, o!CQh4nqe CA~ie~a .15 A more pX'elSlSinq matter at '. I 

tl).j,. 'tj,1fIa.. ~3.V.n fJV.'I! lJr;mj,t-/,J. ", •• w'''''' •• , ~. Q&M~\II.1G t)\A.t c-t.tr.~" I 

of generic considerat1on of competitive entry 1nto prlv4to 11n9 
services not covered by the settlement is. in the public interest. 
This issue will be revisited later in this investiqation • 
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Parties have presented two basic arguments in support of 
the settlement's provision that an interexchange carrier may 
provide intraLATA hiqh speed digital private line service without 
filing a separate application for an intraLAtA CPCN. Some arque 
that this falls within an exemption from CPCN requirements 
delineated in ~ 1001. Others state that the commission can simply 
modify existing restrictions placed on the carrier's CPCN. 

We will look at the exemptions from CPCN requirements 
cited in § 1001 in turn. A carrier's provision of intra~A 
private line services is clearly not Wan extension into 
territory ••• contiguous to its ••• system. ..... and. not theretofore served 

~y public utility of like character.w Nor would it be Han 
extension ••• necessary in the ordinary course ••• of business,H since 
the business of interexehanqe carriers is interLATA (and often 
interstate) telecommun~cations. The only remaining exempti?ll is 
for Han extension within any city or city and. county within'tolhich . 
it has theretofore lawfully commenced. operations. w We do· not 
:believe ~t this exemption would apply to a carrier's operations 
which have not yet been authorized. 

other partie$ state that the commission can simp~y modify 
the existing CPCNs to expand the authori t~ granted to include 
intraLAXA services. A review of the procedure ~y which 
interexchange carriers have obtained intrastate. operating authority 
is helpful in evaluating such a position~ In their applications 
for CPCNs, the carriers· typically requested authority to provide 
only intercity or, if after divestiture~ interLATA 
telecommunications services within california. Generally, they did 
not request authority t~provide intra~A services. 

PO' Code § lOOS(a) covers actions the commission may take 

in r •• ponoo to on 4P'Pll~4tlon to~ 4 C~CN~ 

*The commission may ••• issue the certifieate as 
prayed tor, orretuse to issue it, or issue it 
tor the construction of a portion only or the 
contemplated~ •• system, or extension thereot, or 
tor the partial exercise only ot the right or 
privileqe, and may attach to the exercise of 
the riqhts ••• such terms andconditions ••• as in 
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its judqrnent the public convenience and 
necessity require ••• M 

We conclude that expansion of authority beyond that 
requested in an application for CPCN would run counter t~ § ~005. 

We note that this situation is quite different from an 
interexehange carrier's request to commence a new interLATA service 
within the scope of an existing CPCN.. Then, a request for approval 
of tariffs through an advice letter filing is usually sufficient. 

I;n conclusion, we agree with. G'l'EC that § l.00]' requires a 

separate application by an interexchange carrier to expand its 
authority to allow provision of intra~A high speed digital 
private line services. 

Citizens suggests an expedited procedure tor 
consideration 'Of such applications if they are required .. We·d~ not 
believe that specific provisions tor expedited treatment are . 
needed. Adoption of the settlement would authorize intr~A 
competition in high speed digital private line services. T.bat 
issue will not require relitigation for each application. As a 
result, we contemplate that carriers' applicatiOns tor authority t~ 
provide intraLATA high speed digital private line services within 
the scope of the settlement will Qe processed quickly. 

/ 

The settlement provides that WCI's A.87-02-033 would be 

qranted concurrently with the allowance of intraI.A!rA entry tor 
other carriers. Adoption of the settlement would notqrant WeI's,,;/' 
requested authority since there were hearings in that application 
and the case is subject to the requirements of ptT Code § 311. 

However, we are certainly prepared to take the settlement's 
p:r:ovl.s.ion.s .into account.in %'04chlJ29' A 4oe.i.lon in that ease. (Wo 
not. 41.0 tbat tbfI aottlc#,.nt 1MY ott.at C .. 37-07-0?,4, ~.icb bo-
been consolidate<1 with this investiqat1on.) 

The settlement also would remove restrictions on. the 
existinq· intraLATA authority of ~. Consistent· with our 
conclusions that interexchanqe carriers must tile. separate 
applications for expansion of their authority, we cannot approve 
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this portion of the settlement absent an application from BAT 
~equesting a new CPCN or a modification to its existing CPCN. 

Finally, the settlement would expand MCI's interim Vnet 
authority. As noted earlier, 0.88-07-034 has made this portion Of 
tho ~cttlemont moot; 

The settlement provides that intratATA competition would 
be authorized coincident with the effective date of the unbundling 
and,. i~ requested by the local exchange carrier~ deaveraging o~ its 

tariffs for high speed digital services. As discussed elsewhere in 
this decision, we provide that changes to the tariff schedules for 
high speed digital services shall be proposed through an expedited 
application docket. It is our intent that such changes for Pacific 
and GTEC become ef~eetive by January 1; 1989. We d~ not intend t~ 
allow delay in such proceedings to delay the effectiveness of 
competitive entry. Assuming that parties to the settlement accept 
the mOdifications we make in the settlement, potential competitors 
may file applications for CPCNs coverinC] intraI..M:'AhiC]h speed 
digital private lino sorvieos as soon a~ theywisb after the 
modified settlement is.· made effective. It is our intent to 
coorcl;tnate the effectiveness date of any authorization granted with 
the effectiveness. of ehatlges in the local exchange· carriers' tari~f 
schedules. 

Other than overall opposition to the settlement in its 
entirety, no party filed comments opposing the allowance of 
competitive entry for intraLATA hiqh speed digital private line 
services. We find that, as part of the overall settlement package 
and with the modifications imposing separate application 
requirements for already certificated interexchanqe carriers, this .. 
portion of the settlement is acceptable. 

2. Restructure ot High· Speed Digital services 
The settlement requires that each loeal exchange carrier .. 

restructure its tariff schedules tor,intraI..M:'A high speed diqital 
private line and special aecess services.· The· restructured 
offerings must contain a common element for service from an ena. 
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user's premises to the local exchange carrier's central office (the 
end user-to-CO link) wnicn is priced ,the same in ~oth private line 
and special access tariffs. The special access tariff must also 
provide a distinct element for service from the central office to 
an interexchange carrier's point of presence (the co-to-PO? link) 
which is priced at fully allocated or direct embedded cost. The 
local exchange carriers may propose a simultaneous rate increase on 
a surcharge ~asis t~ offset any rate reductions authorized for the 
end user-to-CO link and the CO-to-pep link. 

In addition to this mandatory restructuring,. a loeal 
exchange carrier may also, propose to- deaverage rates for-intraLAXA 
high speed digital private.line and special access ser.rices. 'rne 
local exchange carrier may also, propose to make its interLA'I'A 
special access tariffs consistent with, its nevintraLAXA special 
access tariffs. 

currently, smaller local exchange earriel:'S concur in the 
private line and special access tariff schedules of Pacific and 
GTEC. The settlement allows'such carriers to propose restructuring 
their own tariffs, concur in the deaveraged tariffs approved for 
Pacific and Gn:C, or continue t~ use en'sting averaged tariffs. 
'rhe settlement specifies that it Pacific and, "G'I$C implement 
deaveraged tariffs, they must retain existing averaged tariffs 
which may ~e applied by the,smaller local exchange carriers. 

'Onder the settlement, no, pricing flexibility would. :be 

permitted for analog private line services or for any special 
access services at this time. 'rhese issues, along with intra~A 
competition for analog private line services and issues of whether 
and how to merge private line and special access ~riffs would be 

addressed no later than Phase rIr of this investigation. 
The ALJ ,asked whether customers should ,be notifiea of 

rate increase propoaala ma~. to off.et rato ro4uetion~ in th~ hi9h 
_poe44iqita1 DorvieoD britt.. Sho 41ao :r:aiaod. concerns about 
possible .. tariff shopping" between high speed diqital private line 
and special access tariffs, since prieing t'lexibility would,be 
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allowed for private line services ~ut not for special access 
services... CACO s.imi1ar1y inquires al:>out possible price 
discrimination problems which might arise due to this difference in 
treatlnent ot the two ser.rices. 

CACD also expresses concern that maintenance of two sets 
ot tariffs by Pacific and GTEC (one averaged, the other one 
deaveraqed) with only the deaveraqed set applicable to their own 

subscribers and where smaller companies may concur with either set 
could be confusing and potentially lead to misapplication of the 
tariffs. 

kOImen:ts of the Parties . 
CCTA objects to the restructurinq and deavera9in9 o~ high 

speed digital private line and special access services" as well as 

to· pricing tlexibility with floors based on direct embedded costs, 
on the grounds that·the resulting pricoreduet1ons would work to. 
eliminate the social purpose of the 9Urrent above-cost pricing for 
theae scrvicctfJ. Xt apeculatos thatintoreXehc.ng'e. carriers lnay have 
endorsed the settlement simply because of the'promised reductions 
in the co-to-POP' link in the special access . tariff • CC'I'A eontends 
that it is improper to, deaver~qe rates for access services when, as 
here, ebmpetition will not be allowed and such deaveraging will 
result in rate increases for other users. It urges the Commission 
to reject the settlement on these grounds and reschedule hearings 
to determine how to link pricing t'lexibili ty to- the introduction ot' 
competition. 

Paeit'ie responds that these provisions o-t' the settlement 
will help the local exchange carrier preserve s~sidies, not erode 
them, because they will discourage· uneconomic l:>ypa~s. . It states 
that interested parties will have a full opportunity to- address any 
specific deaveraqing proposal atter tiling .. l:>y the local exchange 
carrier. AX&,! rebuts eCTA"s statement that there is no- competition 
allowed for special aecess services, stating that no such 
restrictions exist tor access services and, in t'act, the Commission 
has unequivocally allowed tor alternative provision o-f access 
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services. GTEC comments that CCTA's seeming concerns about 
maintaining socially beneficial subsidies may in reality be a self
serving attempt to keep private line rates high so' that local 
exchange carriers are at a competitive disadvantage. 

Most parties agree that the increased potential for 
tariff shopping resulting from differences in treatment of private 
line and special access services is not of great concern. Several 
point out that interexchange carriers must purchase only. special 
access services and thus cannot tariff shop. On the other hana, 
en~ usors alrea4y have siqnifieant 4iscrotion to, ehoose among the 
tariff sehe4ulcs since the local exchange carrier simply accept~ 
its custo~er's desiqnation of the schedule unaer which a circuit is 
to De provided. Parties assert that the settlement does not 
qreatly increase this. incentive, since the only portion of high 
speed digital private lines for which pricing- flexibility would. be ' 

allowed is the link between central offices. Pacific aDd G'l'EC 
promise that they will endeavor to reduce the economic incentive to 
tariff Shop in their proposals to- restructure these tariffs. 

AX&T and the Smaller Independents assert that prieing 
flexibility should be granted, for special access as well as private 
line services in order to deter tariff shopping- Mel characterizes 
differences between the tariffs as aiscriminatory and urges that 
the Commission eltminate all differences. Several parties point 
out that pricing distortions may be short lived, since pricing 
flexibility for special access services and possible merging of 
special access and private line tariff schedules will be addressed 
no later than Phase III of this inVestigation und.er the terms of 
the settlement. 

Regarding potential confusion due to retention of both 
averaged and deaveraged tariffs, GTEC sympathizes with CACO's 
concerns .. stating that this outcome resulted from. the give-ana-takc, 
of negotiations~ It believes.. however.. that any possible confusion 
can be mitiqated or eliminated by accurate tariff administration. 
GTEC states that the local exohange carriers might consider adding 
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some precautionary advisory language to the tariff sheets in 
question. 

Regarding notice of the proposed rate increases, parties 
generally state that a local exchange carrier should notify 
customers when it proposes the rate design changes in the 
supplemental rate design proceeding. Parties note also that 
Pacitic's customers have received notice of its rate design 
proceeding. Further, all local exchanqe carriers' customers have 
received bill inserts outlining the scope of Phase I of the 
investigation. The Small Independents and AT&T note that there 
would be no agqregate revenue requirement increase, but a shift 
from private line and special access tariffs to other services. 

Discussion 
CC'rA opposes pricing flexibility and uMundlinq in the 

absence of competitive forces. However, there are benefits which 
accrue from movement toward cost-based pricing even in the absence 
of i:mmediate competitive threat, e.q .. , more efficient use of the 
'telecommunications network •. 

CCTA states that it is concerned about lost contribUtion 
due t~ therate,restructurinq proposed in the settlement tor high 
speeddiqital services, which would allow the co-to-PO~ link in 
special access tariffs to be based on embedded eosts and would also 
allow pricing flexibility for portions of private line services, 
with floors s~ilarly based on embedded costs. 

We believe that CCTA's concerns aDout lost contribution 
are best evaluated and dealt with in the context of specific 
proposals to· be tendered. by the local exchange carriers. We have 
already discussed elsewhere in this decision our own concerns in 
this regard, and have stated tha~ While accepting the concept of 
cost-based floors, we expect to take into account the accuracy of 
underlying cost data and the size of potential price changes in 

'establishinq the extent of pricinq flex~ility allowed. In 
a4di tion to these ,factors, the provia,ion that localexchanqe-

" , 

carriers:may request a rate 5urcharqo to otf~ct reductioru; in rates· 
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for high speed digital services creates a third factor which might 
in!"luence our approval ot proposed restructuring's. Since revenue 
from these services is a small percentage of total revenue,. we 
expect that the proposed surcharge will be relatively small. 
However, we reserve the option of mOdifying a local exchange 
carrier's proposal on this basis, depending on the specifics of the 
proposal. 

We note that, of all the pricing changes allowed by the 
settlement, only the reductions resulting from price changes in the 
end user-to-CO link and the CO-to-POP.link would be offset by a 
rate increase, implemented on a surcharge basis. In response to an 
AIJ query, parties drew a distinction between these and other 
changes. These aspects of the restructuring of the high speed 
digital services tariffs would be mandatory under the settlement: 
parties concluded that the local exchange.carriers should De 
compensated for resulting lost revenues. On the other hand, ~e 
other prieinq pr'ovisions are discretionary; parties thou<;ht it best 
to leave,the local exchange carriers at risk for revenue losses 
~temming from such changes. We have no- objection to this division 
of the risk, on an interiJD. basis. We will revisit in Phase II the 
issue of risk due to increased regulatory flexibility. 

Parties have satisfactorily addressed the potential 
notice problem raised by the A:LJ. While notice to some extent has 
already been given regarding Pacific's rate design proceedin9' and 
the local exchange carriers' proposals in Phase I, we conclude that 
additional notice should be provided of any surcharge proposals at 
the tilne that a carrier tiles its application in an expedited 
application docket. 

Parties have also provided a useful discussion of the 
possibilities and perils of tariff shopping. It appears that the 
settlement provisions are not likely'toworsen significantly the 
existing problem. However, the local exchange carriers should 
inelude in their applications a clear comparison of rates for 
comparable high speed digital private line and special access 
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service, along with a discussion of any perceived tariff shopping 
problem. Again, this is a problem best evaluated with regard to a 
specific proposal. 

Finally, addition- of precautionary advisory language to 
the tariff schedules, as suggested by GTEC, should be adequate to 
reduce the possibility of confusion due to ~aintenance of separate 
averaged and deaveraged rate schedules. 

In conclusion, we see no reason to disagree with this 
portion of the settlement, other than the procedural ehanges 
detailed elsewhere which are necessitated by deferral of the 
supplemental rate design proceeding. 
H. special Contracts 

G.O. 96-A re~ires that utilities receive prior 
Commission authorization before making effective any.contract to 
provide public utility services under terms deviating from filed 
tariff schedules. Such special contraets are allowed only in 
unusual or exceptional circumstances... Section X of G .. O .. 96-A sets 
out the advice letter process for obtaining Commission approval of 
special contracts, and allows certain exemptions from the 
preapproval requirement. 

In D .. 87-12-027 we gTantecl a; request by Pacific to allow 
special contracts to combine tariffed and nontariffed services, 
terms, and conditions. SUch contracts are subjeet to Commission 
approval under the terms. of G .. O. 96-A.. We also instructed CACO and· 
Pacific to develop- standardized filing requirements for advice 
letters requesting special contract approval,. to- be used pendin<; 
further consideration in this investigation. The resulting 
contract guidelines wh.ich have been developed specify that the 
advice letter filings and the cont~acts arc to be.ma4e public but 
that workpapers and supporting cost documentation are to-be given 
con:fidential treatment.. 'the guidelines require that contract 
prices be above fully allocated elIIbedded costs and specify that 
certain tariffed local services (for example,. residential 
subscriber service) cannot be included in special contracts .. 
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The settlement would modify the interim guidelines 
developed by CACD and Pacific and would extend them to all local 
exchange carriers. One proposed revision is that only a contract 
summary, rather than the entire document, must be attached to the 
advice letter as a public document. The revised contract 
guidelines would also impose additional price restrietions on 
contracts tor centrex services. For Pacific, the price could not 
90 below the single line business rate plus the multi-line zoeL. 
For other local exchanqe carriers, the price could not go below 
tully allocated or direct embedded costs plus the multi-line EUCL. 
Further, upon customer request, the local exchange carrier would be 

required to offer PBX trunks at a rate determined by the same cost 
methodology used to determine the centrex line price. 

The revised guidelines would permit local exchange . ' 

carriers to enter into special contracts tor high speed digital 
private line se~ces only after pricing flexibility and intratATA 
competition have been authorized. Such contracts would not be 

allowed to deviate 'from tariffed rates for the end user-to-CO 
portion,ot these services • 

. The settlement would modify Section X of G.O. 96-A to . 
exclude telecommunications utilities, except under emergency 
conditions, from the provision which exempts government contracts 
from the preapproval requirement and allows service under such 
contracts to be at free or reduced rates. As a result, government 
contracts for telecommunications services would have to comply with 
the same pricing guidelines and preapproval requirements already 
applicable to' contracts with nongovernmental entities. 

~nderthe settlement, local exchange carriers would be 

allowed to sUbmit proposals 'to modify the special contract 
guidelines in order to streamline contract review and tracking 
procedures and to- implement costing methodologies ~ased on direct 
embedded costs. The proposals may also- request that additional 
services be offerable under contract and that contracts be 

permitted in a broader ranqe of circumstances. CACD would hold 
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workshops within 30 days after a proposal is submittee. After the 
workshop, CACD would ~ake recommendations to the Commission 
regarding appropriate guidelines. Parties would be allowee to 
comment on the CACD recolnlTlendations wi thin 30 day= of their 
i~su~neo. Such quidolinc~ would then be ~ubjcct to Commi:zion 
4pprovAl by r~aolution action. 

In it~ comment~, CACO reiterates its view that prices 
should be set somewhat above embedded cost estimates to allow for 
uncertainties in the estimates and to lessen controversy in the 
approval process. CACD is also concerned that the settlement ~y 
increase its workload and cautions .that._unless .. additional staff is 
provided the review and preapproval period for contracts could 
stretch out,. thus exacerbating parties' pr~ry objection to 
preapproval, which is that it takes too long. 

CACD also asks for clarification regarding what is 
expected in the contract workshops. It believes that setting 
general tracking requirements would be ineffective, and recommends 
instead that tracking require~ent5 be determined,on a case-by-ca~ 
basis. CACO d004 not bolievo that workmhop5 would expedite 
approval ot contractD, citing inautticient statt and inadequate 
documentation by the local exchange carrier as tho two culprits 
generally responsible tor delays in approval. 

Comments o( the Partie§-
OOD/FEA voices the ~ost stringent objections to this 

portion of the settlement_ In particular, it states that the 
proposed ~odification to Section X of G.O. 96-A woule preclude 
local exchange carriers from consideration for most tederal 
government contracts. According to- DOD/FEA, removal of the current 
exemption o~ federal contracts from Commission preapproval 
requir~ents would run counter to federal procurement law; which 
requires that each party be bound by the conditions ot the contract 
when signed. Federal agencies would thus treat any bid subject to 
preapproval as nonresponsive since the local exchange carrier could 
not be bound to its bid even ita contract·is signed • 
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OOD{FEA further complains that the settlement's 
requirements prohibit the local exchange carrier from bid.d.ing its 
services based on marqinal or incremental costs. It asserts that 
an embedded cost pricinq requirement makes it unlikely that the 
local exchange carriers would be successful in a bid for a federal 
contract. 

DOO/FEA contemplates that a local exchange carrier might 
sUbmit its bid tor Commission preapproval prior to finalizinq a 
contract, so that it could thon ~o ~ound ~y the prcapproved bid. 
However, DOD/FEA states that in this situation the publie aavice 
letter, which would contain a contract-summary, would allow a local 
exchanqe carrier' s competitors to change their bids to be more 
competitive with the local exchange carrier. It concludes that the 
requirement that the advice letter be a public document is 
anticompetitive ~ecause it qives competitors valuable, detailed 

,information about the local exchanqe carrier's provision of 
service. DOD/FEA further asserts that a competitor could protest 
the advice letter in order to delay approval beyond the required 
bid sul:lmission date. 

, In response, ORA. recognizes that contract preapproval 
requirements may slow' the responsiveness of local exchanqe carriers 
in biddinq for qovernment contracts. However, ORA sees this 
re~irement as minimizinq anticompetitive behavior because it 
eliminates the current favored, status of government contracts and 
requires Commission review for cost coverage. It notes that the 
contemplated workshops could develop, stanaard procedures and 
quidelines to speed commission preapproval of contracts. 

RcBpondinq to DOD/FEA'. allegation that compctitor= could 
protest advice letters merely to delay their approv~l, Paeifie 
notes that a protest does not require the commission· to delay 
approval of an advice letter. It cautions that the Commission and 
the local exchange carriers must :be mindful of any misuse of 
commission procedures for strateqic, competitive reasons • 
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GTEC points out that the local exchange carriers agree 
with OOD/FEA on the issue of contract preapproval.. Nevertheless, 
it states, this point was a major issue with some of the parties 
And wa= rceolvcd ac part of the ovorall ncgotiation~. GTEC woulQ 
be willinq to pur~ue thi: i~~ue turthor after approval ot the 
settlement. If the settlement is adopted, GXEC suggests that 
DOD/FEA may also need to work with the Commission staff and the 
local exchange carriers to modify its contract processing 
procedures to mitigate some of its concerns. 

API states that the settlement fails to address whether 
special contracts could· be negotiated for services jointly provided 
by Pacific and GTEC. API submits that failure to. allow special 
contracts for jointly provided services could severely undercut the 
utilization of contract pricing in the Southern california 
metropolitan area, where services are often provided jointly by . 
Pacifie and GTEC. 

In their reply commcnt~, pacific and CTEC respond' that 
the settlement, While not adc1ressi%l9' j oint services specifiCally, 
would not prevent j oint service contracts assuming other eri teria 
governing contracts are met. 

In its own reply coxn:ments, API states that since the 
filing of its in~tial comments it has met with Pacific regarding 
Pacific's billing practices for services jointly' provided with 
GTEC; however, it was not satisfied with the outcome of its 
meetinq. API now contends that hearings are necessary to. explore 
Pacific's intended billing practices for jointly provided services 
betore allowing Pacific to· engaqe in flexible pricinq of such 
services. 

Regarding CACD's suggestion that contracts should De set 
somewhat above embedded cost estimates,. the parties reiterate tl:u~ir 
arguments put forth in response to CACD's similar position that 
rate tloorsshould have a cushion ~uilt in. These arguments will 
not be repeated here • 
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Regarding CACO's concerns about the time delays which 
could be caused by expanding current contract preapproval 
requirements to include government contracts, ORA responds that, in 
its view, the only reasonable alternative to preapproval is post
approval. ORA believes that post-approval would present to~ much 
risk to ratepayers at this time since experience with contracts is 
very limited. On the other hand, G'I'EC states that post-approval 
would be appropriate and that this alternative can be explored 
after adoption of the settlement. Pacific comments that review of 
the contracts can be prioritized so as to avoid unnecessary delay. 

DRA states that contract workshops are intended to allow 
parties to workout an acceptable method for using direct embedded 
costs for contracts. It further believes that refinement of a 
standard contract proposal format could simplify and expedite the 
contract review process. pacific states similarly that a generally 
accepted set of quidelines would allow quick review of a.contract. 
It reassures CAct) that this portion of .the settlement does not 
conflict with CACD's recommendation that tracking requirements be 

determined on a case-by-case basis. 
piscussion 
There are two aspects o'f the settlement's treatlnent of 

contracts which concern us: these are the imposition of preapproval 
,requirements on government contracts and the automatic granting of 
con'fidential treatment to contracts~ cost data, and workpapers. We 
have already discussed our inability to, endorse blanket 
confidentiality o'f information regarding services covered by the 
settlement which has yet to be provided. Pa~ies may ehallenge any 
local exchange carrier claim regarding proprietary information on a 
ease-by-case basis. We also 'find that all contracts, not just 
contract sumnaries, must be 'filed· with the advice letters,. pursuant 
t~ § 489. 

In light of our general perception that ~ne'fits will 
'flow 'from expanded priCing flexibility, if properly crafted, we 
hesitate to impose additional restrictions on government contracts • 
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Based on DOO/FEA's comments, it appears that imposition of a 
preapproval requirement could exclude local exchange carriers trom 
competing for contracts with the federal government, at least until 
federal procurement rules could be modified. 

We do ~grco with the portion of the sottlemont that 
requir~$ that governmant contracte ~o prieo~ at or abovo fully 
allocated emDe~ded costs. We &ec no reason to di~tinqui~h bctw¢~n 
government and nongovernment contracts in this respect. 

We recognize that the settlement was the result ot give 
and take ~ong the participating parties and that the settlement is 
a balancinq ot varied and. eompetinq-interests.' Overall, we do. not 
believe that the issue of preapproval of qovernment contracts is or 
su~fieient magnitude to. warrant denial of the entire settlement. 
'As a result, we are willing to modify G.O. 96-A as provided by the 
settlement to. allow the modified settlement to become effective. 

GTEC sU9'Qests that the federal government may be able to. 
modify its contract processing procedures to-avoid conflict with 
this new requirement. We encourage OODIFEA to explore this 
po •• 1bili ty, and. 30150 urge california parties to consider any 
modifications to. the special contractquidelinos which might 
alleviate OOO/FEA's concerns. 

CACD recommends that prices in contracts be some amount 
above embedded cost estimates. As long as the pricing guidelines 
are based on tully allocated embedded costs, there is less concern 
about underpricing of services provided under. contract. However, 
the problem may become of greater concern if we approve use of 
direct embedded costs. We have already discussed CACO's position. 
in the section regardinq establishment of price floors, and. similar 
logic applie5 here. We will look at tho Gupporting CO$t data on a 
c:ase-by-caA0 l:Iasia to 4otormino it tho pr:iee~ .are rcaeonablo, 
takinq into account any questions about the aecuracy of thQ co~t ' 
estimates. If in the int~rim we adopt rate tloorsbased on 
embedded costs for vertical services, centrex services, or private 
line services pursuant to the settlement, such floors may provide 
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usetul guidance in assessing the reasonableness of prices in 
special contracts for these services. 

CACD appears less optimistic than some of the parties 
regarding the usefulness of contract workshops. However~. it 
appears that workshops could prove an appropriate forum for 
refining the current guidelines and developing direct embedded 
costing methodologies. We agree with this portion of the 
settlement. We note that procedurally it may be more advantageous 
to fold further consideration of contract guidelines into Phase II 
ot the investigation. Local exchange carriers are tree to· make 
their proposals either in Phase II,. consistent with D.aS-:.OS-024, 
or separately as contemplated by the settlement. 

It is not clear to us whether API,'s concerns about 
billing tor joint services raised in its reply comments are limited 
to spocial contract situations or apply to the cap-and-floor 
pr1cinq flexibility provi.1onG ot tho aottlomont. It li~itcd to 
special contract situat1on~; API ~houl4 bo Able to· clarity the 
local exchange carrier's inten~ed billinqproee4ure as it 
nec;otiates a contract. On the other hand, cap-and.-floor pricing 
flexibility could raise some interesting iss~es if contemplated for. 
jointly provided. services. It a local exchange carrier proposes to 
ilnplement pricing flexibility for any jointly provided service, it 
should. clearly state this in its tiling requesting such flexibility 
and. should also explain how billing for such services would be 

pertorln¢d. 
x. Is the Settlement in the., fU.bli~ IX\.'tQrest? 

A number of arguments regarding specific aspects of the 
settlement are discussed in priorseetions of this decision, and we 
have concluded that certain modifications are necessaxy to make the 
settlement lawful and to alleviate certain procedural problems. 
~his section focuses. on more general issues raised :by the parties·. 
which bear on whether the settlement,. as lnodified, is. in the public 
interest and should be approved. • 
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Parties state in the settlement document that it is an 
equitable compromise that will reduce costs to ratepayers and avoid 
litigation. The parties entered into the agreement to avoid the 
expense, delay, and uncertainty of litigation, and submit that its 
approval would reduce the substantial burden which hearings would 
impose, and would allow the parties to concentrate their efforts on 
the continuing proceedings relating to a new regulatory framework 
tor the telecommuncations industry in California. Further, they 
submit that the terms of the settlement would facilitate 
observation of the effects of additional competition and the 
tlexibilities granted to the local exchange carriers. 

The ALJ asked that parties to the settle~ent provide in 
their filed comments their individual views regarding why 
commission adoption of the settlement would be in the public 
±Dterest. A wide range of responses was received, many of which 
have already been discussed. Parties which did not join in the 
settlement were equally responsive in providing their.views 
regarding why 'the settlement may not pe ,in the public interest. 

A nWllber of parties which did not join in the settlement 
are concerned that consumer interests be protected. Consumers 
union urges that consideration of the settlement be delayed until 
consumer safeguards are adequately considered. It s~mits that the' 
local exchange carriers and DRA should meet with consumer and 
ratepayer groups to develop full consumer safeguards. Los Angeles 
concurs that adequate safeguards must be established to protect 
residential and other consumers as' the revenue impacts of 
deregulation are realized in the future. Both TORN and 
Assemblywoman Moore express concern that the small ratepayer may be 
required to make up any revenue shortfall reSUlting from the 
pricing flexibility. In TORN's view, the Commi~sion would convey a, 
dangerous message to, the local exchange carriers if pricing 
flexibility is permitted Defore a proper allocation of the 
resulting risk is made • 
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Regarding consumer safeguards, parties to the settlement 
stress what they see as siqnificant safeguards built into the 
settlement. Pacific points out that the allowed flexibility iz 
4ownwar4 only, that the tlexi~le pricin9 proposals can be r~~iewed 

by all parties and must receive Commission approval, and that the 
settlement includes extensive monitoring and tracking requirements. 
DRA. states that it plans to- devote a major portion of its Phase II 
tiling to consumer safeguards. In its view, the. settlement does 
not increase risk to ratepayers and includes several important 
consumer safeguards. In particular, DRA. cites that the local 
exchange carriers. bear risk for 'much- ·of '-i:he .potential revenue 
losses and that the embedded costs used in setting floors are a 
conservative measure of costs. GTEC joins ORA in emphasizing the 

safeguards inherent in the settlement, and similarly states that 
its Phase II proposal will contain specific proposals for 
insulating, basic ratepayers from any revenue losses which GTEC 
miqht sutter in rC9ar4 to 5Qrv1ee~ eovore4 by tho cettlement • . 

several parties express concern that the settlement does 
not address the Phase I questions specified in the OIl. OOO[FEA 
asserts that these questions must be answered so that it is clear 
what the A'ru1es of the gameA' are not .only tor·the regulators and 
the regulatec1 but also for the user. Los AnCJeles is concerned that 
major policy queries are bein~ shunted aside, deferred, or simply 
ignored. TORN and WBFAA question hoW' the cownission can a:ocertain 
which services are ripe tor flexibility or determine the 
appropriate flexibility without tirstmaking an effort to assess 
the sustainability and level of competition. 

Pacific replies that deferral of Phase I policy issues is 
appropriate, and that the settlement ,recognizes that Phase, I issues 
and other issues slated for later consideration are interrelated. 
It believes that adoption of the settlement ,would promote a 
thorough examination of the relevant policy issues in s~sequent 
phases of the investigation • 
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In response to TORN's view that co~petition should be a 
precondition of flexibility, CaCHA (the only end user group which 
joined in the settlement) states that it had a similar position 
going into the negotiations, but realized during the course of the 
negotiations that the flexibility being proposed is very limited 
and does not expose ratepayers to the risk of rapid rate increases. 
CBCKk is now convinced that the flexibility granted by the 
settlement deals appropriately with the bypass problem and in fact 
allows for an increase in revenue contribution from the services 
for which flexibility is allowed. CBCHA concludes that the 
settlement is in.the public interest. 

DOD/FEA contends that the settlement does not avoid 
expense or delay. Siqni~icant expenditures have already been 
ineurred in 'preparing for hearing; further, .at the time comments 
were ~iled, it appeared that hearings on the settlement itself 
might occur. Pacific replies that full evident~ary hearings, 
followed by a briefing schedule, pos~ible oral arguments, and 
opening and reply comm~nts on an ALJ's proposed,decision would have 
increased parties' expense and also· delayed resolution of the 
issues for a far greater length of time that did the settlement 
process .. 

Discussion 
In evaluating the settlement, we are struck by the 

delicate balance of interests involved.. All parties receive some 
benefits. 

First, customers of basic residential and business 
services stand t~ benefit if the pricing flexi~ility allowed for 
competitive or potentially competitive services covered by the 
settlement sueceeds in reducinguneconomie bypass and therefore 
allows continuation of siqnificant contribution toward keeping 
bas:f.c rates low.. PUrchasers ot the. serviees tor which !lexib,ility 
is qranted will also enjoy lower rates and a wider choice of 
service options from the local exchange carriers.. And from a 
broader perspective, all ratepayers and society as a whole benefit 
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trom the settlement's movement toward cost-based pricing and the 
resulting more etficient use of the local exchange carriers' 
networks. 

It appears ~at safeguards in the settlement adequately 
protect basic ratepayers in light of the limited downward priCing
flexibility granted. The adopted pricing floors will be based on 
embedded costs, with the local exchange carriers' cost estimates 
aerutinizod ~otorQ ony tloxibility i~ author1zQ~. Thi~ provido~ 

r04~on4~lo 4D~ur4neo, in li9ht ot tho pr4ctic41 4itticultio= 
involved in C$timatinq incremental CO$ts accurately, that rates for 
these services will not' "be subsidized to the- detriment of basic 
ratepayers and potential competitors. We also believe that the 
sharing of revenue risks in the settlement,. in which rates may be 

adjusted tor revenue losses due to, certain mandatory restructuring 
o~ high speed digital services taritf schedules but shareholders 
bear the ri~k of other revenue losses, is fair and equi~le-

The settlement also provides benefits to the providers of 
telecommunications services. Local exchange carriers will be able 
t~ respond more readily and ina more focused manner to increasing 
competitive pressures and other changes in market con~itions • . 
Potential competitors also benefit from the competitive entry 
allowed for high speed digital private line services. We find that 
this simultaneous provision of pricing flexibility and loosened 
entry requirements will promote development of a viable competitive 
marketplace and is in the public interest. 

Certain part1c~ proeQ~t that thQ allow~4 co.c~t1t1on doc= 
not go far enough, since competitive provision of low speed digital 
and. analog private line services is' not allowed. However, this 
quite controversial issue could require significant hearing time. 
It will be. addressed no later than Phase III of the investigation. 
In the interest of proceeding with other, broade.r topics in the 
investigation, deferral ot this issue is reasonable. 

The parties to the settlement submit that' adoption of the 
settlement would reduce the expense and delay associated with 
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litigation of Phase I issues and woul,d prevent duplication of 
efforts Detween Phase I and Phase III, since Phase I was to address 
competition in non-toll services and Phase III was largely devoted 
to competition in toll and toll-related services. Under the 
settlement, the broad policy topics would be deferred until they 
could be considered for all potentially competitive services on a 
consolidated basis. Finally, the parties assert that the 
settlement allows parties and the Commission to· focus attention and 
resources on the broader topics planned for Phase II and the 
supplemental rate design proceeding. 

We do not believe that·redueing litigation costs, in and 
of itself, is an adequate justification for a settlement in this 
proceeding. 'rhe entire structure of requlation for local exchange 
carriers is at stake herer we are willing to undertake hearinqs and 
incur expenses as needed to· ensure that any changes to· the 
regulatory framework are positive steps to: make regulation more, 
rather than less, ~esponsive to the needs of ratepayers, local 
exchange carriers, and potential competitors. Only in this.way can 
we ensure an orderly development of the regulated 
telecommunciations industry in a way that prov:£.desbenefits to 
SOCiety as a whole .. 

We are more receptive to· the arguments that a speedy 
resolution of Phase I allows us to move on to· the broader issues in 
Phase II. One of our primary intents in structuring the 
investigation as we did in the OIl, with consideration given first 
to pricing flexibility. for potentially competitive nontoll 
services, was that we saw a pressing need in this area. The 
settlement provides an acceptable- solution which appears to meet 
the most urgent needs. of the current market. While we had 
anticipated. a more comprehensive resolution of issues in. Phase I,· 
the settlement puts something practical in place relatively 
quickly. 

In the overall scheme,. this may be a more desirable 
result than protracted hearings with the related briefs and ALJ 
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proposed decision. The local exchange carriers are given some 
needed flexibility on an interim basis, but the flexibility is 
limited enough so that precise determination of the extent of 
exist:inq competition is not neeaea. Such ):)roael, far-reaching 
questions are deferred for future consideration. The experience 
gained in implementing the limited flexibility will undoubtealy 
prove useful as we deliberate taking more permanent steps in Phase 
II and beyond. 

In summary, we concluae that the settlement~ with the 
modifications proposed in this decision, strikes a fair balance 
among the needs of diverse parties and would be-in the public 
interest. The rewritten regulatory package, incorporating the 
modifications discussed throughout this decision, is contained in 
Appendix A. 

lindings of Fact 
1. Some ot the parties in I.S7-11-033, reached a settlement 

on Phase I issues, which ORA filed attached to' a Motion to- Adopt 
Settlement Agreement and Stipulation on April 1,- 1988. 

2. A number of parties in I.87-11-033 oppose adoption of the 
settlfnnent _ . 

3. ~e settlement would allow limited downward pricing 
flexibility tor local exchange carrier~' vertical ~ervicc~, centrex 
sorvicCG, and high speed digital private line services and the 
restructuring of tariff schedules for centrex and high speed 
digital services. 

4, • The settlement would permit a local exchange carrier to
negot:late proprietary customer-speeific centrex service agreements. 

s. The settlement would require proprietary treatment of all 
nonpublic floors, flexil:>le pricing proposals, cost data, special 
contrc:s.cts, anel da~ responses related. tO'the settlement. 

&. 'I'he settlement would modify and. extend interim quidelines 
tor speCial contracts developed tor Pacific to' all local exchange 
carriers • 
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7. ~be settlement would allow competition in intraLATA high 
speed digital private line services, and would allow interexchange 
carriers to provide intraLATA high speed diqital private line 
services upon approval of tariff schedules filed by advice letter. 

8. Parties to the settlement intend that its terms be 
implemented on an interim basis pending resolution of broader 
regulatory issues in subsequent phases of this procee~ing. 

9. The siqnatories of the settlement stipulate to, the terms 
of the settlement on the basis that all of the elements of the 
agreement must be adopted, without modification of any individual 
element of the agreement. . The -settlement, provides that -if the _, 

commission imposes any modifications or conditions on thc' 

settlement, the terms shall not become effective unless the 
signatories agree in writing tO,accept the modifications or 
eonditionG. 

10. Paeitie'5 supplemental rate 4esiqn proeee~ing was 
deterred by 0.88-08-024 • 

~1. Parties filed comments on the settlement by May Z, 1988 
and reply comments by May 17, 1988. 

~2. A Joint Commissioners' Ruling asked for comments on the 

ef~ect of deferral of Pacifie's supplemental rate desiqn proceeding 
on the settlement, and comments were filed by July Z8, 1988. 

l3. Parties to the settlement which tiled comments in 
response to the Joint Commissioners' Rulinq, recommend alternatives 
to the supplemental rate desi~ proceeding which would effect the 
intent of the settlement. 

14. Xt i~ widely reeognized that centrex services face direct . 
and active competition from PBX alternative~. 

15. Commission-approved caps and floors would provide 
assurance that other ratepayers would not be harmed by negotiated 
centrex service agreements. 

~6. Advice letters have no assigned commissioner, no ALJ, no 
hearings, and no forum other than written protests tor parties to 
air concerns they may have • 
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17. Use of a standard application to request changes to the 
tariff schedules for high speed digital services might delay 
completion of these modifications past January 1, 1989. 

18. Publication of proposed rate changes in the Daily calendar 
could take up too much space. 

19. The settlement provides that WC!'s A.S7-02-033 would be 

granted concurrently with the allowance of intraLATA entry for 
other carriers. 

20. There were evidentiary hearings in A.S7-02-033. 
21. Under the settlement, a local exchange carrier could 

request a rate increase on a surcharge basis to offset any rate 
reductions authorized for the end user-to-CO link and the CO-to-PO? 
link portions of high speed digital services. 

22... customers of basic residential and business services 
stand to benefit from the modified settlement if the allowed 
pricing flexibility succeeds in reducing uneconomic bypass and 
therefore allows continuation of significant contribution toward 
keeping basic rates low. 

23.' Under the modified settlement, purchasers of the covered 
services would enjoy lower rates and a wider choice of service 
options. 

24. All ratepayers and society as a whole would benefit from 
the modified settlement's movement toward cost-based pricing'-

25. Under the terms of the modified settlement, local 
exchange carriers could respond more readily and in a more focused 
manner to competitive pressures and other changes in market 
conditions. 

26. Under the te:ms of the modified settlement, conditions of 
competitive provision of high speed digital private line services 
would be resolved in a manner acceptable to· all parties. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. The parties which entered into- the Phase I settlement 
should be allowed to- indicate by a joint filing whether the 
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• 

modifications to the settlement proposed in this opinion are 
acceptable to them. 

2. Proprietary customer-specific centrex service agreements 
would violate PO Code § 489 and would not be consistent with the 
Public Records Act. 

3. customer-specific centrex service agreements must be 
filed with the commission and kept open to· public inspection. 

4.. As part of the xnoclitiec1 settlement ,. it is reasonable to 
allow local exchanqe carriers to negotiate customer-specific 
centrex service aqreements. 

5. It is reasonable to· exempt customer-specific centrex 
contracts from the G.O. 96-A requirement that Commission approval 
l:>e obtainec1. 

6. An agreement amonq some parties to· not contest a local 
6xChAn90 ca~ior'5 request tor proprietary treatment of certain 
information does not deprive other p~rtio~ ot th4ir r~tD t~ , 
request the information unc1er the Pul:>l'ic Records Act • 

7~ Use of an expedited application procedure similar to that 
adopted in Resolution ALJ-1S9' is reasonable to restructure tariff 
schedules for centrex and hiqh speed digital services and provide 
pricing flexibility for high speed diqital private line services. 

8. Provision of intraLATA hiqh speed diqital private line 
services by an interexchange carrier is not exempt from the CPCN 
requirements of PO' Code § 1001 .. 

9. Expansion by the commission of· the authority of an 
interexchanqe carrier beyond that requested in its application for 
a CPCN would run counter to Po. Code § 1005. 

10. An interexchanqe carrier must request Commission 
authorization to provide intraLATA high speeddig~tal private line 
services, pursuant to PO' Code § 1001. 

11. A.8-7-02-033 is subj.ect to- the requirements ot Ptr Code 
§ 311 • 
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12. CUstomer notice should be provided if a local exchange 
carrier requests a rate increase to' offset lost private line 
revenues. 

13. Special contracts entered into under the guidelines 
adopted in the &ettlemcnt lnuit be tiled with the Co:nunis~ion and 
kept open for public in~poetion. 

14. The terms of the m04itied settlemont in Appendix A to 
this decision would be reasonable and in th~ public interest if 
they are satisfactory to the parties which entered into the 

settlelDent. 
15. In order to allow expeditious processing of the Phase I 

settlem.ent, this. order should be et'fective today. 

INTERIK ORDER 

rr IS ORDERED that: 
1. Each party which entered into the Phase I settlement 

shall provide ,to' the Division of Ratepayer Advocates CORA) nO' later 
than SepteBor S" 1988' a written acceptanco or raj ection of the 
Hoditie4 Pha5e I Sottlement eontainc4 in Appen4ix A to' thi$ 
decision. 

2. ORA shall file a response no, later than September 7,. 19$$ 
in which it indicates whether the Modified Phase I Settle~ent in 
Appendix A is acceptable to all of the parties which entered into, 
the Phase I settlement. ORA shall file with the Docket Office an 
original and 12 copies of the response, including the originals of 
all letters of acceptance or rejection of the Modified Phase I 
Settlement. The response shall comply with the applicable rules in 
Article 3 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure and shall have 
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attached a certificate showing service by mail on the assigned 
Administrative Law Judge and all parties on the service list 
established in Phase I of Investigation 87-ll-033. I 

This order is effective today. 
Dated AUG 24 1988 at San Francisco., california. 

- 8& -

STANLEY W. HUI.ElT 
Prc:stdeDt 

DONALD VIAL 
FREDERICK R. DUDA 
C. MITCHEl I ·WILIC 
JOHN B. OHA..'llAN 

CommlssioDm 

I .: 

I CERTIFY THAT nus OEOStON:~::' 
WAS· APPROVED. p;r ,THE::ASOVE: ' 
COMMlSSIONERS ,TODAY. , .. 

f!)J/}./lif;;, ..... . 
Vict~r Wwi'»Or. ~jvo Oiroctor .. ' 

. I' 
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A. Applicability 

APPENDIX A 
Page 1 

I. GeDenl ProvisiQ~ 

This document is applicable to all local exchange carriers (LECs). 
The Commission may determine whether to continue or amend the 
procedures described herein in a subsequent phase of Investigation 
(I.) 87-11-03~ or in the supplemental rate design proceeding. 

B. ~ti~iAlity Ph9Yision~ 

An LEC may request confidential treatment of advice letter 
proposals, flexible pricing proposals, nonpublic floor rates and 
charges, submitted cost data, and responses to data requests, and 
must substantiate such requests. The parties to.the settlement 
(except the Division of Ratepayer Advoeates. (DRA.)) must execute" 
protective agreements to obtain this information. 

c. Notice on Daily calendar 

Notice of advice letter filings, flexible prl.cl.ng letter t'iling's, 
applications in an expedited application docket, and letters to the 
Commission's Advisory and compliance Division (CACD) prOviding 
notifieation of rate changes between caps and public floors will 
appear on the Commission's Daily Calendar_ 

D. Bate Flexibility 

The rate flexibility described herein'is authorized for, but not 
required 0:; all LECs. An·LEC may file an advice letter (for 
public floors) or a flexible pricing letter (for nonpublie floors) 
to request rate flexibility for vertical services or centrex 
services,. and may file an application in an expediteo. application 
docket to request rate flexibility for high speed digital private 
line services. (The expedited application docket procedure will 
also be used to- restructure tariff schedules for centreX' and 
private line high speed digital services, as discus~ed in Section 
III and Section IV of this document~) 

Rates may var:/ between a cap, which is the rate in effect when the 
request for rate flexibility isapproveo. unless further Commission 
order provides otherwise, and a floor. The LEe may request either 
a public or nonpublic floor, and may request both public and 
nonpublic floors for centrex and high speed diqital private line 
services • 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 2 

~e cap, the tariffed rates and charges, and any public floor shall 
be filed with the Commission and included in the LEC's tariff 
schedules. . 

The provided cost support must be either a direct embedded cost or 
tully allocated embedded cost analysis, at.the LEC's discretion. 
All floor rates and charges will be set at or above these costs. 

To the extent that costing methodologies and/or cost data are 
relied upon in establishing pricing !le~ibility, the use of a 
particular methodology or cost data should not be construed to be a 
finding that the data or methodology is appropriate or sufficient 
for purposes of other proceedings or filings absent a Commission 
ord~ explicitly adopting such methodology and/or costs. 

It a local exchange carrier proposes to implement pricing 
flexibility for any jointly provided service, it shall clearly 
state this in its tiling and shall explain how billing for such 
services would be performed. 

~e general procedures for advice letters, flexible pricing 
letters, and applications in expedited application dockets are set 
forth below. Any additional requirements unique to a specific 
service are included in later sections of this document. 

1. Adyice.Letter Pilings 

Advice letter filings shall ~e used to· establish pricing 
flexibility for vertical services and centre~ services when public 
floors are requested, and for centrex services when both public and 
nonpublic floors are requested. 

An LEC must s~mit an advice letter proposal containing the cap, 
initial rates or charges, floors, proposed tariff schedules, and 
cost support tQ CACD~ Notice ot ~Ubmittal of tho propo=al shall be. 
provid.cd. to all partiQs. in I.87-11-033 at thQ time ot ::.ubmittal to 
CACO. Partiol!' TAlJ,y roqucl!'t copio~ of tho propoclll and. "upportinq 
co=t d.llt4 oithor botoro or ll!tor tho ~Ubmittlll i~ mc~Q. 

The LEe must respond within S working days t~ written or oral data 
requests by the Commiss.ion staft' and to written data requests by 
other parties. Parties may request copies ot' data requests and 
responses either before or after the submittal is made. 

After review, CACD will indicate to the LEC if the proposal is 
suitable for tiling'. If so-, the LEe may tile an advice letter, 
which must be served: on all parties in I. e7-1.1.-033·· in conformance 
with the provisions ot General Order (G.O.) 96-A, Section 
III.G.l. - 4 • 

" 
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Parties may file comments or protests on the advice letter ~iling 
within 30 days of the filing. The LEC has 10 days to- respond t<> 
comments or protests. 

CACO will recommend to the'commission whether the advice letter 
should ~e approved. A commission resolution is necessary tor the 
revised tariff schedules to become ettective. 

2. nexible lXicing rc.ner filing 

Flexible pricing letter tilin~s shall ~e used t<> establish pricing 
flexibility tor vertical serv1ces and centrex services when only 
nonpublic floors are requested •. 

This procedure is identical t<> that tor advice letter'filings, 
except that the term "'flexible pricing letter'" will be used. The 
Commission Resolution authorizing the cap and floor will not state 
the floor rates and charges. 

It an LEe requests a nonpublic floor in either an advice letter 
tiling or a flexible priCing letter filing, the LEC will detail the 
requested role ot the nonpublic floor and will address both the 
laWfulness ot its request and why nonpUblic floors would be in the 
public interest • 

3. EXpeditd Applj.catipn Pocket Procedure 

Applications filed in an expedited application docket shall be used 
to estal:>lish pricing flexibility tor hiqh speed digital private 
line services and for restructuring of tariff schedules tor centrex 
and high speed digital services. . 

An application, titled Expeclited Application Docket, will be tiled 
in original and 12 copies with the Commission's. Docket Otfice. 
Each application will receive a separate' number, preceded by the 
prefix "'BAD.'" 

The application shall comply with RUles 2' through 8:, 15-, and 16- ot 
the Rules of Practice and Procedure (e.g., signature,. verification, 
and format) and shall include proposed tariff schedules. 

It an LEe proposes changes to- tariff schedules :for its high speed 
digital services, it shall include a comparison of rates tor . 
private line and special access services and a discussion. ot lmY 
perceived taritf shoppinq problems. 

It the LEe requoat. priCing tlexibility tor hiqh apoe4 4iqital 
private line sorvices, tho application ahall contain the cap, tho 
initial rates and charges, and, unless conf.1dent.1al.1ty is 
requested, the tloor rates. • 
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copies of the application shall be served separately on CACO, ORA, 
and Legal Division, and shall contain or have attached cost support 
and wor~apers. Copies of the application shall also ~e served on 
all parties in 1.87-ll-033 and on anyone requesting such service. 
Unless the LEC makes a claim of confidentiality, the application 

, shall contain the cost support and a statement that workpapers are 
available on request. 

A workshop will automatically be set and noticed for the first 
Tuesday not less than 27 days after tiling, or a~ soon thereafter 
45 po~~i~le it th15 requiromont wo~ld Gcno4ulomore than ono 
worJeshop tor application~ made in an lAO docket on the same day. 

~he application will be assiqnedto an administrative law_judge who 
will act as workshop moderator and to a Commissioner. 

Protests or comments may be tiled 20 calendar days after the 
application is filed. Protests must request the opportunity to 
~estion the LEC about the application and 'must set out disputed 
~ssues of fact to be explored at the workshop. For protests that 
request evidentiary hearings, goodeause tor the hearing must be 
shown •. 

All other responsive pleadings (e.g., answers to protests and 
requests for turther discovery) .may be made either in writing 
before the workshop or orally at the workshop. and, if necessary, 
arqued at that time.. '!'he LEC shall' respond wi thin S working days 
t~either written or oral data requests by the Commission staff,and 
to: written clata requests by other pc.rties. PartiefJ may reque:;t 
CO;105 of ~ll 4ata roquo~ts an4 ro~pon~o5. 

The LEC shall produce a knowle4qeable person to explain the 
application and answer questions about it at the worksho~. The 
wcrksho?moderator may accept written or oral state~ents by 
workshop participants. The moderator may also require the 
applicant to file anyadclitional documentation or explanation 
necessary for the commission to· reach an informed opinion on the 
matter at i:osue. 

Workshops will ordinarily be l~ited to a single day, and will be 
reported. Facts disclosed at the workshop are privileged. Except 
by agreeIllent, they shall not be used against participating parties, 
before the Commission or elsewhere, unless proved by evidence other 
than that employed in disclosing such facts. ' 

If there are no protests to the application and CACD does not 
request a workshop, the workshop will be cancelled and an ex parte 
order will:be prepared and placed on the co:mxuission's agenda • 
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At the close ot the workshop, the ~oQerator will conter immediately 
with the assigned Commissioner if it appears that the'matter is 
sufficiently controversial to warrant the regular hearinq process. 

I! the matter is ready tor deeision at the close of the workshop, 
it will be placed on the next public aqenda and a draft decision 
will be prepared. Since no hearing has been held, no witnesses 
5worn, and no testimony taken, the proposed deeision will not be 
circulated to workshop partic1pant& ~or co=ment prior to Commission 
aetion~ 

Rulo 'i'f,.~l ot aoq .. r-lipoet1nq componll4tion IlhAll apply to the 
!X'P~a.1taa. AWl1c4t.1.on 'oO,*.et. 

4. Rate Changes 

If an LEe has received approval of pricing tleAibility, the LEe may 
change the rates or charges between the authorized cap. and tloor as 
follows: 

EYblic FloQt_ The LEC shall provide a letter 
to CACD, with tariff sheet revisions attached. 
For a rate or charge increaser the LEC ~ust 
provide at least 10' days' notiee (30 days' 
notice for vertical services) to all affected 
customers and the new rates and charqes will 
become effective 10, days (30 days tor vertical 
services) following: submittal to CACO·. 'l'his 
procedure also applies it both a public floor 
and a nonpublic floor have been established for 
centrex or hiqh speed digital private line 
services_ 

Nonp@.lic FlOOk_ The LEe shall make ~ advice 
letter tiling as provided. by G.O. 96-A. No 
proposal is requ'ired before filing the advice 
letter. 

xx. Vex:tico1 SerriCf!:1i 

A. DQtinitiODB 

For purposes of this dOC\1:l1ent vertical services are l1mi ted to. the 
following exiatinq •• rvices aa pr.sently definec:1 in the LEes' 
tariff schedules: 

call Waitinq 
call ForwarCl1ng 
Busy call Forwarding 
BUs~ Call Forwardinq--Extended 

1'"0. 

" 

, ' 
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Delayed Call Forwarding 
Three-Way calling 
Speed calling' in all forms 
Intercom 
Direct connection in all forms 
call Restriction ~ all forms, except 976 blocking 
call Hold 
call Pickup 

B. Ericing Fleribili'tY; 

All customers receive the tariffed rates and charges. The 
procedure for receiving pricing flexibility and implementing 
subsequent rate changes is set forth in. Section 1.0. of this 
docwnent .. 

c. JlODitoting 

Opon filing flexible vertical serviees tariff schedules, the LEC 
Shall traek on a monthly basis in-service and inward movement 
vol'Ul1\es: recurring and non-recurring billings: and recurring and 
non-recurring costs tor each vertical service offered. The LECs 
shall propose a method for determination of such costs in their 
filings requesting rate flexibility. All the above information 
shall be retained by the LEC tor 5 years and shall be provided to 
the commission and/or the Commission staff upon request. 

:ax. Centrex ServiceS 

A. DetinitiQ,n 

For the purposes of this document, the term Ircentrex" will apply to 
the Centrex service of Pacific Bell (Pacific), or any other similar 
service of an LEe.. . 

B. EBX TrUnk ~es 

This section is applicable only to· LEes which apply for and are 
granted. pricing flexibility for centrex as provided in this 
d.OC\llIlent. 

In measured rate exchanges, PBX customers will have the option to 
order either the PBX trunk at the established tariff rates and 
charges, or single line business service plus Direct Inward Dialing 
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(at esta))lished tariff rates and charges) if the capabilities of 
such service meets the customer's needs. 

An LEe may propose a unified tariff for a comparable element for 
centrex and PBX in an application filed in an expedited application 
docket; alternatively, an LEC which has been granted pricing 
flexibility for centrex services must do so in the supplemental 
rate design proceeding. 

c~ Pricing Flexibility 

In its filing requestin9 pricing flexibility, as provided in 
Section I.D of this document, an LEC may propose discounts for 
centrex services based on its incurred,costs, including discounts 
l:Iased on the n\lltl:ler of features, the nUltlber of centrex lines, the 
cost of loops, and the length of the contract. An LEC may propose 
loop deaveraqinq in an application filed in an expedited 
application docket or in the supplemental rate design proceeding. 

No such discounts shall allow the total price per line for the 
centrex service to fall below the sum of ,the single-line business 
service rate and the multi-line End-User customer Access Line 
Charge (EC'CL).. 'Any d.iscounts tor any <:entrex feature whi<:h 
incorporate an EUCL as part of the rate for that feature "cannot 

"discount the WeI. portion of the rate .. 

~ the LEe's centrex rate per line is at or is established by the 
Commission at a rate less ,than the sum of the appropriate flat or 
measured single-line business service rate and:the WeL,. the 
centrex rate per line may remain at this level, notwithstanding the 
above provisions. However, in. this ease there shall be no pricing , 
flexibility for the centrex service unless tuturerate changes 
place the centrex rate per line above the sum of the appropriate 
flat or measured single-line business service rate and the EUCL. 

A tariffed level of each discount shall be maintained.. An LEe :may 
request pUblic and./or nonpublic floors tor these d.iscounts in its 
~iling tor centrex pricing flexibility. 

If an LEe has received. approval tor centrex priCing flexibility 
with a public floor, the LEe may also· negotiate- the- discounts for a 
specific customer. 'A:t1y negotiated discount tor each discounted 
element must fall within the Commission-established band appl.ieable 
to the customer. ~he service agreement that is negotiated must 

. ' ...... " 
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show each discount separately. Such a service agreement is a 
special contract and must ~e tiled with CACD and made available for 
public inspection; however, an LEe is not required to seek 
Commission approval under G.O. ~6-A and the provisions in section V 
of this document do not apply to customer-specific centrex service 
agreements which meet the requirements of this paragraph. 

D. Konitorinq 

For LEes whieh implement pricing flexibility for centrex services, 
the LEe shall, on a monthly basis, track in-service and inward 
movement centrex volumes, and recurring and non-recurring billings. 
In its filing requesting centrex pricing flexibility, the LEC shall 
propose a method to track. centrex costs. 

It_ Franchise ARPlicMi1ity 

Nothing in this document shall be.construed to permit an LEC to 
offer centrex service within the franchiso terr1tory of anothor 
LEe. 

IV • f';rinte Line Servis;e~ 

High Speed Digital Private Line Services 

1.. :rntnLA1A EntrY 

a. Non-LEe EDtrant#it 

Subject to the cond.itions contained herein, competition for 
intraLAXA high speed. digital private line service is permitted. 
competitive providers in high speed digital markets :may hold out 
the availability of and provide multiplexin~ equipment or services, 
including voice services, as part of such h~gh speed digital 
services. 

For purposes of this document, digital private line services at 
1 .. 544 megabits per second (mbps) or above are considered to be . 
Hbiqh speed di~ital private linew service. As used herein, 
*intr~ high speed digital private lineW service is defined as 
the dedicated connection of two or more end user premises within a 
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LATA for the purpose of providing intraLATA high speed digital non
switched services. Competitive carriers may provide multiplexing 
service for voice and/or data at the end user's premises such that 
the transmission speed from or to- the end user's premises is at 
~.S44 mbps or above. 

This document does not permit the transport trom or to the end 
user's premises for intraLATA service ot either analog or digital 
transmissions at speeds less than ~.544 mbps. Nothing herein, 
however, should be interpreted to mean that speeds below 1.544 mbps 
may not be considered high speed by the Commission in a subsequent 
order. Further, nothing in this document precludes any competitor 
from applying for authority to- offer intra~A high speed services 
at levels below 1.544 mbps pursuant to Decision (D.) S4-06-1~3. 
Similarly, nothing in tlUs document prohi))its any party from 
objecting to another party's request to otter high speed services 
at levels below ~.S44 mbps on an intraLATA basis. 

Nothing in this document affects intraLATA authority already 
granted by Commission orders, except that (1) parties to the 
Phase :r settlement agree that Wang' communications, Inc.'s (WCI) 
Application 8.7-02-033· should be granted and (2) WCI and Bay Area 
Teleport may request that restrictions on their existing intraLATA 
authority be removed so that such authority is not more restrictive 
than that allowed by this document and the commission should grant 
such requests. Parties agree that. these changes should be 
effective coincident with the effectiveness ot entry allowed in 
this document and pursuant to· timing considerations in section 
:tV.A.S. 

This document does not atfect existing restrictions or create any 
new restrictions on the holding out of intraLAZA serviees not 
otherwise authorized by the Commission (e.g., H'l'S, WATS-like,. and 
800-like services). 

\. b. LEe Entry 

Nothing in this document should be construed to permit an. LEe to 
otter high speed digital services within the tranchise territory ot 
another LEe. 

2". 'ODbundling and. Deayeraqing 0' Tariffed RAteS: 

Paeific and GTEC california Incorporated (Cne) shall each propose 
to. make the changes in this section in an appli~tion to. be :filed 
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by September 20, 1988 in an expedited application docket as 
provided in Section I.D. Other LECs with high speed digital taritf 
schedules sha~l tile comparable applications, but do not have to 
meet the Septeml:ler 20, 1988 tiling date .. 

E.o.eh LEe ~hJ).11 propo~1'l tho.'t 1t= h1qh. "p~o<1 <11q1t1.J.1 :;~r"1cc 'tl.J.r1tt 
schedules (intraLAXA private line an4 special access tariff 
schedules) be restructured to contain an element consisting of the 
line and end points of high speed digital service from the end 

w user's premises to the LEc central o:f:fice serving the end user (the 
end user-to-CO link). This element will be priced at the same 
rate, whether provided by the LEe to, an end user as part of the 
LEe's end-to-end intraLAXA service or whether provided by the LEC 
to a competitor as part of the access service ~onnecting the 
competitor's network to the competitor's customer. 

. . 

The LEe shall also, 'propose a second distinct element in the special 
access tariff for high speed digital services which will consist of 
the connection from an interexchange carrier's. or competitor's, 
point of presence (POP) to the LEe's central o:f:fice serving the pop 
(the co-to-POP" link) for intraLATA purposes; the rate for this 
element will be adjusted so that the rates for such connections 
will be set at fully allocated or direct embedded cost. The cost' 
methodology will be consistent with the· cost methodology utilized 
for determining the costs of other elements of the same service. 

~e LEC may propose a surcharge to offset the lower revenue . 
associated w1th rate reductions for the end user-to-CO· link and the 
co-to-POP link. The surcharge will apply to LEe services according 
to the then-applicable tariff schedule for billinqsurcharges 
pursuant to Pacific's Rule 33 or comparable tariff schedules for 
other LEes. 

Except for the CO-to-POP link, 'the LEC may, at its discretion, 
propose to deaverage tariffed rates and charges for high speed 
diqital private line services. If the LEe Qeaver~ges high speed 
digital private line services, it must also deaverage the 
corresponding element in the same manner and simultaneously in the 
hiqh speed digital special access tariff schedule for intra~A 
purposes. The LEC's deaveraging proposal may not result in rate 
increases of more than 20' percent for any Single service element 
within a tariff schedule • 

. . 
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~he LEC may also propose changes in its high speed digital special 
aCCess tariff schedule for interLATA purposes to make the interLATA 
and intraLATA special access tariffs consistent. 

3- Pricing Flexl,Rility 

Other than the end user-to-CO link, the LECs are permitted pricing 
flexibility for high speed digital private line services. Pricing 
flexibility is not authorized for any special access services 
provided by the LECs. An LEC's proposal for pricing flexibility, 
if it desires such flexibility, shall be included in its 
application which it mu~t file in an expc~itc~ applicaton 40cket to 
propose restructuring and (at its discretion) deaveraging of high 
speed digital services as provided in Section rv.A.Z. 

A tariffed level of each rate or charge shall be maintained. An 
LEC may request public and/or nonpublic floors for private line 
high speed digital private line service element$ other than the end 
user-to-CO link. 

The LEC may not negotiate customer-specific rates for high speed 
digital services, except under the special contract. guidelines in 
Section V.. This document does not affect existing procedures 
established for SSEs, 'ICBs, and SSAs established by existing 
tariffs. , . 

4. Application· to small :toeal Exchange Companies 

LEes other than Pacific and GTEC :may continue te> concur in the 
tariffs of the large LECs. Nothing-in this document shall affect 
GTEC's present tariff schedule cal. P.U.C. No. GG, Sheet l. If the 
larqe LECs tile cleaveraqed tarifts., they will retain existing' 
averaged tariffs which maybe applied by the small LECs until such 
time that such arrangements are changed by Commission order or 
agreements between the LECs. CUstomers of the LEC may not avail 
themselves of averaged and/or deaveraged rates optionally. 

Existing- pooling arrangements will continue in effect unless and 
until the Commission orders changes to' those arrangements or they 
are superseded by utility agreements. 

5. riming 
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IntraLATA competi'tion as described in Section IV.A.l shall be 
authorized coincident with the effective date of changes mac:le as a 
result of an LEC's application in an expedited application docket 
for changes diseu~sed in Sections IV.A.2 andIV.A.3. 

Parties desiring to offor intraLATA high speed ~igital serviees 
must comply with existing CPCN requirements to otter such services 
and must file tariff schedules for such services. carriers which 
are certified to provide interLATA services must file separate 
applications to provide intraLATA services. Competitors other than 
AT&T communications of california, Inc. (AT&T) may ehanqe tariff 
rates and conditions by advice letter on S days' notice to' CACD 
without cost support. A'I'&'I' is granted intraLATA tariffed pricing 
flexibility equal to that- of the LECs,. In its CPCN application, 
AT&T :may propcse ~" pricing flexi);:)'ili ty package, incluciing initial 
rate caps and cost support. Once pricing flexibility is approved, 
A'l"&T'may change rates :by the procedure established for LECs. This 

- document does not otherwise affect the resolution of issues in 
AT&T's application for regulatory flexibility filed as a result of 
I.S5-11-013 nor any Commission order in that proceeding • 

• ' 
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Each LEC filing tariff schedules pursuant to this document shall 
submit to CACO and DRA the following data regarding the modified 
high speed digital service tariff sehedules: revenues, costs, and 
information regarding the n~er and nature of ser.riee comp·laints. 
The data shall be submitted on a semi-annual basis beginning lSO 
days following the effective date of the pertinent Commission order 
approving the modified tariff schedules. 

LEes concurring in the tariffs of other LEes are not required to 
submit the above-referenced cost and revenue data, but are required 
to report to the Commi~$ion on the nature and number of service 
complaints. 

B_ Analog Pri.v:Ate Line and Special ASrcess se~§-

No pricing flexibility will be permitted for analog private line or 
speCial access services at this time. PriCing flexibility for 
analog private line and special access services and intr~A 
competition for analog private line services and issues of whether 
and how to merge private line and special access tariff schedules 
will.De addressed no later than Phase III of I.S7-l1-033 • 

V. sPecial COntrAsrts. . 

A.. Gen~ral order 2§-A 

As competitive telecommunicatons services may be offered at free or 
reduced rates under G .. O. 96-A,. Section X,. and because such pricing 
may be anticompetitive, Section x.a of G.O. 96-A is ~ended and 
Section X.C is added for telecom:munications utilities as ~ollows: 

B. Governmental Agencies... Notwi thstandinq the 
provisions contained. in subsection A hereof, a 
public utility o! a class speeified. herein,. 
except telecommunications utilities may, if it 
so desires, furnish service at free or reduced 
rates or under conditions otherwisedepartinq 
trom its tiled taritf schedules to the uniteQ 
States and to- its deparbuents and to the State 
of california and its political subdivisions 
and municipal corporatiOns, including the 
departments thereof, and to public fairs· and 
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~elebrations. The utility shall promptly 
advise the Commission thereof by Advioe Letter 
and, where a oontract has been entered into, 
s'Ul:lm.it four copies of suoh contraot and Advice 
Letter for filing- The Commission may, in an 
appropriate pro~eedinq in the exercise of its 
jurisdiction, determine the reasonableness of 
such service at free or reduced rates or under 
conditions departing from its filed tariff 
schedules. This subse~ion shall not be 
construed as applicable to contracts for resale 
service. 

-. --c. Eme%1;Jency Service. Onaer emergency . 
~onditions, such as natural disasters and war, 
a tele~ommunications utility may provide 
service to government agencies, as defined in 
section X.S above, at free or reducea rates or 
under conditions aeparting from its filed 
tariff scheaules without prior commission 
approval. The telecommunications utility shall 
promptly notify the.Commission thereof by 
Advi~e Letter. ~he commission may, in an 
appropriate proceeding in the exercise of its 
jurisdiction, determine the reasonableness of 
suc:h service. 

contract Guidelines 

All contra~s, except government contracts entered into under the 
terms of the added section X.C of G'.O. 96--A, will :be submitted for 
preapproval in proposal form using existing CACD proposal 
guiderines. Preapproval is defined in G.O. 96-A as ~ended, and 
means that a commission resolution approving the ~ontract is 
required before suoh contracts become effective. 

~he advice letter shall include the contract, but need not in~lude 
the underlying cost support, and will be a p'Ul:llic docwnent. My 
party may protest such advice letter filings under eXisting 
provisions. of G.O., 90-A. The LEC wil:l request an effective date, 
and the Commission resolution will contain the effective date. 

LECS may request confidential treatment of workpapers and 
supporting cost documentation. Parties to the Phase I settlement, 
other than' ORA, must, enter into proteeti ve agreements to obtain 
such intormation. 

An LEC will serve its first advice letter filing requestinq 
approval of a spe~ial oontract under these guidelines on all 
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parties in I.S7-11-033 and will include a statement that sUbsequent 
filings will be made available upon request. 

Government contracts entered into in emergency situations will be 
processed in accordance with the provisions of section X.C of 
G.O. 96-A and will be filed for Commission review within 30 days of 
signature. The documentation for these contracts shall use the 
same format as contracts filed according to Section X.A and shall 
be filed with the contract. Other government contracts will be 
processed in accordance with the provisions of Section X.A of 
G.O. 96-A. 

A new tariff schedule will be created which lists all contracts 
entered into as a result of O.S7-l2-027 or this document. 

Contracts can contain wappropriateW tariffed and nontariffed 
services. Items deemed inappropriate are~ 

-Residential subscriber service 
-MTS including WATS and SOO service 
-ZOM 
-Billed local 
-Basic exchange services: 

-Business trunks 
-Business lines 
-Semipublic 

All contracts, except as provided for in Section X.C of· G.O. 96-A, 
shall cover costs. When contracts include multiple service 
categories each service category for each contract shall cover its 
costs as those costs are defined below. Total contract costs shall 
De determined by either a fully allocated embedded cost or direct 
embedded cost analysis. For Pacific's centrex, the price may in no 
event go below the price ot the single line business rate~ plus the 
multi-line ETJ'CL,. per line. 

LEOs other than Pacific may also otter centrex contracts at a per 
line price below the single line business rate plus the multi-line 
E'O'eL. In that event, the per line price floor is the appropriate 
cost (fully allocated embedded cost or direct embedded cost) plus 
the multi-line EtJ'C!.. However ~ upon. request the LEe must also offer 
the customer PBX trunks at a rate determined by the same cost 
methodology used to determine the centrex line price. 

Tracking proce<1ures will bo, set up to vali<1ate costs. 

eontraet~ aro to bo ucod only in unuGual or oxcoptional 
circumstances. The LEC shall have the burden of demonstrating the 
existence of such'circuxnstances and the reasons why service cannot 
be provided as a generally tariffed offering- The LEC sh~ll state 

. . 
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such circumstances and reason$ in the advice lett~r tran=rnittinq 
any contract tor Commic$ion approval. *Unusual or exceptional 
circumstances* may include, but are not limited to, such situations 
as the LEe's inability to provide the requested service over 
existing facilities or unexpected and unforeseen customer-specitic 
service requirements. . . 

A contract in which parts or all of the services are currently 
tariffed must be justified in detail: 

-How does it qualify as *unusual or 
exceptional cireumst~ncesH? 

-A comparison ot tariffed charges:. versus 
contract charges must ~e provided. 

-It competition is a factor, the extent of the 
competition must De clearly documented, 

. including an estimate of wh.at the LEe thinks 
its ]nost competitive competitor will bid. 

c. Processing 

contracts for high speed digital private line services will be 
permitted only after flexible pricing and intraLATA high speed 
digital private line competition are authorized in accordance with 
Section IV of this document. SUch contracts :may be used to deviate 
from tariffed rates for all elements of high speed digital private . 
line service exce~t tor the end user-to-Co link. 

Other than this restriction on contracts tor high speed digital 
private line$"contracts on a fully allocated cost basis may ~e 
su):)mi tted now.' 

D. WorkshoP;; 

LECs may submit proposals to CACO ana all parties in I.S7-ll-033 
for costing, streamlining, and tracking procedures. CACD will hold 
workshops within 30 days of submittal o,f such a proposal. 'this 
workshop 1s not to be used to evaluate a specific contract or 
contract proposal. Because expeditiousness is desired, this 
workshop will :f'oeus on direct embedded costinq •. Determining any 
additional services offerable under contract and, consideration of 
other circumstances for which contracts are permitted are also 
appropriate subjects of this workshop.. After the 'Workshop, CACD' 
will make recommendations to the Commission as to' appropriate 
guidelines. Parties may comment on the CACD recomJnendations within 
30 days ot their issuance. Such quidelines shall be subject to 
Commission approval by resolution action • 
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Other costing methodologies may also be appropriate. Discussion 
and development of these alternative eosting methodologies are 
deferred until Phase II or Phase III of I.8:7-ll-033 or by other 
formal application. 
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I _ SWgmarv 0;( Decision 

We examine a settlement which was r cheQ by many of the 
parties in Phase I of Investigation (I.) 87 1-033.1 The 
settlement would allow limited dO'Nllward p cing flexibility for 
local exchange carriers' vertical servi 
high speed digital private line servi 

s, centrex services, and 
s, and. would extend interim 

loped for Pacific Bell guidelines for special contracts 
(Pacific) to all local exchange 
high speed. digital private line 
sUbject t~eertain conditions~ 

riers. Competition in intraLAXA 
erviees would also ~e allowed 

Our assessment of e settlement has been qreatly aided 
by extensive written co~en and reply comments provid.ed. bo~ by 

parties Which entered into the settlement and ~y a numbe~ of 
. parties which are' oppose to· adoption of the settlement. 

We find the 9' eral structure and most of the major 
provisions of the sett ement to be reasonable, and. commend parties 
on the delicate ba1 e of interests achieved in the settlement. 
However, several fa ors prevent us from adoptinq the settlement 
exactly as written. We propose a number of moclifications to the 
settlement which 11 into-three qeneral cateqories. First, we 
delete certain p visions which are unlawful, in particular, the 
requirements th neqotiated centrex service agreements and other 
information be onfidential and that interLAXA carriers be allowed 
to provide in aLATA hiqh speed digital private line services 
without fu r action to modify their interLATA certificates of 

r.m *OlI* refers to the Commission order institutinq the 
investiq ion; *1 .. 87-11-033* and *the investiqation* refer to the 
investiq tion itself • 
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It is our intent that this proce~~re will prOVi~rum 
. / 1 . conducive to open discussion among the partl¢s so that ~so utlon 

of the local exchange carriers' proposals can be reso~ed without .-
resort to evidentiary hearings. Parties are reminded that the 
pricing packages resulting from the settlement are/interim in . . / . nature and that ongolng changes ln the requ1ato71 structure, If 
warranted, will be developed in Phase II. We d'~ not wish to see 
Phase I implementation bogged down in unprodu6tive controversy. 

/ 
There is value in allowing speedy implementation of such limited 
flexibility so that experience can be ga~d prior to consideration 
of broader regulatory Changes.~ i21_ Phase ... I'! • 

We have no objection to the;£ettlement's provision that 
rates may be changed through an expedited process with reduced 

I 

notice requirements. after a public floor has been established. 
Since all rates must be included in the tariff schedules pursuant 
to PO' Code § 489, the loeal exehkqe carriers should attach updated 

. I 

schedules t~ the letters to CACO·changing rates,. as suggested by 
Pacific and GTEC. wealso~vre no objection .to use of advice 
l.tter~ to ehango rAtoA WhOj only A nonpublie floor is in place. 

We share CACD's concerns that space in tho oaily Calon4ar· 
could. be a. problem,. and s~e no reason to publish the actual 
pr~pose<l rates chanqes~ 7For our aaministrative convenienee,. we. 
propose that the settl~ent be modified in this respect. Under 
eufrent procedures, ~l advice letters are notic~d on the Daily 
ca,lendar. We would Jllso provide that any letters t~ CACD notifying 
it of rate changes jbetween caps. and public floors be c.ited in the . 
Da.ily calendar ast:ell A Parties coul.<l then ask the local exchange 
CllXriers for more information if they wish to do so. 

. We se' no need to modify G.O. 96-A to incorporate the 
procedures ad~ted by this decision tor implementation of the Pha~e 
I settlement! These changes are adopted on an interiln basis. As· 

this invest~ation proceeds,. experienee qained. with these . 
procedures will give guidance regarding whether they should be made 
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CACO believes that monthly tracking results should be 
/ 

filed with CACD at least on an annual basis and that the first 
/ 

filing should have the same data for the year prior to 

implementation of rate flexibility. / 
TORN complains that monitoring receivesllittle attention 

in the settlement. In its vie~, the commission;lshould require, at 
a minimum, that the costs of each service be ~veloped, analyzed, 

I 
and tiled on a regular basis before the commission even considers 

I 
the proposed settlement. In addition, 1'ORN believes t.hb.t cu:;tomer 
conplaintG should be systematically filea(with the Commission in 
order to'monitor any possible degradat~6n.o~service. roRN notes 
thAt, in contrast to this settlement,;the Commission established a 
monitoring plan for AT&T in I.85-~~-Ol3 first and is only now 
addressing the issue of how much p~cing flexibility should be 
granted. A monitoring plan for A14T was developed by all of the 
interested parties throuqh sever'l workshops. 'Onder that plan, 
cost components'ana service comtlaints will be monitored on a 

I . 

quarterly basis and a survey. will. measure custo,mer satisfaction. 
'I'O'RN conclucles that, while de AT&T'monitoring plan is not ideal, 
it offers considerably mor~than does this settlement. 

Pacific submits ~at the $ettlement's monitoring 
prOVisions are sufficient/to adclress CACD's concerns. Pacific 
notes that it may not be/possible to provide prior-year in!ormation 
and states that reques~ for monitoring information beyond that 

I 
required by the settlement can be pursued' by CACD through data 
requests. / 

Since thejPrieing flexibility provided by the settlement 
is an interiln measure, we do not believe that a modification to- the' 
settlement to require development of a monitoring program such as 
that requested bYj TORN is warranted. . However, any data that may be 
potentially useful in evaluating Phase II proposals should be 
gathered.. CACD shoulcl work with. the· local exchange carriers to 
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./ 

/ 
/ 

commence service upon approval of tariff sChedule{ filed by advice 
letter. Other potential carriers would have t~complY with 
existing requirements to receive certificates/of public convenience 
and necessity (CPCNs). AT&T would be granted intra~A pricing 
flexibility equal to that provided for lo~l exchange carriers in 

/ 
the settlement. Carriers other than AT&:! would be regulated in the 

I 
streamlined fashion now accorded inter~TA resellers. 

Th in 
. I . 

e ALJ structed partles ~o comment on the legallty of 
expanding the authority of WCI, BAT:; MCI, and other interLATA 
carriers as contemplated by the seitlement, and questioned whether 
PU Code § 1001,would require sepafate applications by each carrier. 

I 
eommentR of the Parties 
CCTA protests that ~~ settlement restricts competitive 

entry to only hiqh speed services between end user premises. Its 
. / 

view is that, absent a stronJ tactual showing to- the contrary, 
competitive entry should be/allowed tor other services" e_g., data 
transmission below 1.544 mbps and private 'lines furnished to 
interexchange carriers or;fother intraLATA co~petitors. ,In 
particular, it is concerned that cable companies should be allowed 
to provide two-way low Jpeed telecommunications services • 
. , ~&T rePlies/that some parties to-the settlement, 
including AT&T, support competitive entry tor lower speed private 
line services but thJt deterral of this issue to Phase III was a 
necessary concessi or! to, achieve an agreement. Its view is that 
such deferral does tot unduly compromise the public interest. 
Takinq an opposite/view, GTEC states that it does not believe that' 
any intra~A competition is in the public interest, and that it 
withdrew its oppdsition to intraLATA hiqh speed diqital private 
line competi tior! only as a "'signi,f'icant concession'" in the context 
of the IPdelicatkly balanced'" negotiations resulting in the 

I 
settlement. Parties note that any potential competitor can apply 
separately tot authority to otter services below 1 .. 544 mbps, since 
the aettleme t does not address competitive entry for such services 
at all .. 
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its judgment the public convenience necessity ./ 
require ••• N ~ 

We conclude that expansion of authority beYtond that 
requested in an application tor CPCN would run coun~r to § 1005. 

We note that this situation is quite different from an 
interexehange carrier's request to commence a n~ interLATA service 
within the scope of .an existing CPCN. Then, a/~equest tor approval 
of tariffs through an advice letter tiling is/usually suf!icient .. 

I 
In conclusion, we agree with GTEC,that § 1001 requires a 

separate application by an interexchange carrier to expand its 
! 

authority to allow provision'of'intraLATAhigh speed digital 
;' private line services.. / 

Citizens sU<Jqests an expeditecl" procedure for 
consideration ot such applications it they are required. We do not 

I 
believe that specific provisions tor ~xpedited treatment are 
needed. Today's decision authorizes/'intraIATA competition in high 
speed digital private line services' ~hat issue will not require 
relitiqation'!or each apPlication:}' As a result, we contemplate 

/ 
that carriers' applications tor authority to provide intraLATA high 
speed digital private line serv~ees within the scope of the 
settlement will be processed qaickly .. 

The settlement,provlides that WCI's A.S7-02~033 would be 
granted concurrently with tie allowance of intraIATA entry for 
other carriers.. 'Today's d~cision does not grant WCI's requested 
authority since there weie hearinqs in that application and the 
ease is subject to the}equ.irements ot ,PU Code § 311. However, we 
are certainly prepareCl to- take the settlement's provisions and. 
today's decision inio account in reaching a decision"in that case. 
(We note also- th~ the settlement '1IJ11y affect C .. S7-07-024,. which: has 
been consolida~Q with this investiqation.) 

'rh/ settlement also would. remove restrictions on the 
/ 

existing ~aLATA: authority of BAT-. Consistent with our 
conclusions that interexchange carriers must tile separate 
7iOns tor expansion ot their authority,; we cannot approve 
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attached a certificate showing service by mail on the assigned 
Administrative Law Judge and all parties listed in.· Appendix A of 

/ 

D.88-08-024. I" 
This order is effective today_ 
Dated at San Franc~seo, California. 
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/ Ie 
Parties may file comments or protests Qn the advice/letter filing 
within 30 days of the tiling. The LEC has 10 days/to respond to 
comments or protests. ~ 

CACD will recommend to the Commission whetherJtbe advice letter 
should ~ approved. A Commission resolution).s necessary for the 
revised tariff schedules to, become effective!. 

2. n~xible Pricing Letter Filings / 

Flexible prieing letter filing5~hall b~=ed to e:tabli:h priCing 
flexibility for vertical serviee~ anet c,~ntrex serviees when only 
nonpUblic floors are requested. / 

This procedure is identical to that ~r advice letter filinqs, 
except that the term *flexible prici~g letter* will be used. The 
Commission Resolution authorizing the cap, and floor will not state 
the floor rates and c,harges., ~ / 

In its flexible pricing letter filing, the LEC will detail the 
requested role of the nonpublic/floor and will address both the 
lawfulness ot its request and why nonpublic floors would be in the 
public interest. ~ 

3. ~ited Application Docket Procedure ' . 

Applications filed in an exP'edited application docket shall :be used 
to establish pricing flexibility tor high. speed digital private 
line'services and tor re5~eturing of tariff schedules for centrex' 
and high speed digital services. 

An application, titled E~edited Application Doeket, will be filed 
in original and 12 copies with the commission's Docket Office. 
Each application Wilfl' ceive a separate nwnber, preceded by the 
prefix "'EAO.* 

The application shall comply with Rules Z through 8, lS, and 16 of 
the Rules of Practic and Procedure (e.g., signature, verification, 
and format) and shall include proposed tariff schedules. 

If an LEe proposes ihangeS totaritf schedules tor its hiqh speed 
digital services, i~ shall include a comparison of 'rates tor 
private line and special access services and a discussion of any 
perceived, tariff Shopping problems. 

It the LEC requ~ts pricing flexibility for high speed digital 
private line services, the application shall contain the cap, the 
initial rates ~d charges, and, unless confidentiality is 
requested, th~tloor rates. 

I 
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paqeS L 
At the close of the worksho~, the moderator will confer immediately 
with the assigned commissioner it it appears t)iat the matter is 
sufficiently controversial to warrant the re;nlar hearing process. 

If the matter is ready for deeision at the ./lose of the workshop, 
it will ~ placed on the next public agenda and a draft decision 
will be prepared. Since no, hearing has been held, no- witnesses 
sworn, and no testimony taken, the proposed decision will not be 
circulated to workshop participants foxicomment prior to commission 
action. , '/ 

Rule 76.51 et seq. respecting compen~ation shall apply to the 
Expedited Application Oocket. / 

4. R¢e Changes 

:t~ an LEe has reeeived approval cit pricing flexibility, the LEe may 
cha:nge the rates or charges be.tw,een the authorized, cap and. floor as 
follows: . I 

, 
I 

Eubli9 Floor. The LEC shall provide. a letter 
to CACD and the Docket Offiee, with tariff 
sheet revisions attached. For a rate or ebarge 
increase, the LEC :ust provide at least 10 
days' notice (30 days' notice tor vertical 
services) to all/affected customers and the new 
rates and charges will become effective 10· days 
(30 days for vertical services) following 
submittal to, CACD. This procedure also applies 
if both a public floor and a nonp~lic floor 

. have been estal:>lished for centrex or high speed 
digital priVate line services. 

N2npu91i~ t~2t. The LEC shall make an advice 
letter filing as provided,~y G.O. 90-A. No 
proposal is required before ~ilinq the advice 
letter. / 

{ , 
A. Dgtinitions .' 

,I 
:0:. Ve¢ical Servi"s 

For purposes o~ this document vertieal services are limited to the 
following existing serviees as presently defined in the LEes' 
tariff schedules: 

CAll/Waiting 
call/Forwarding 
Busy call Forwarding 
Busy call Forwardinq--Extend.ed , 

( 
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" //" 

LAXA for the purpose of providing intraLATA hi9h~eed di~ital non
switched services. competitive carriers may p~ovide mult~ple~ing 
service for voice and/or data at the end user~ premises such that 
the transmission speed from or to the end user's premises is at 
1.544 :mbps or above. / 

This document does not permit the transport from or to the end 
user's premises for intraLA.'XA service of/either analog or digital 
transmissions at speeds less than 1 .. 544" =ps.. Nothinq herein,. 
'however, should be interpreted to mean that speeds below l.544 mbps 
may not be considered high speed by the Commission in a sUbsequent 
order. Furth0r, nothing in this docUment precludes any competitor 
from applyinq tor authority to otter intraLATA high speed services 
at levcl~ below 1.544 mbp. pureuant to Ooei$ion (D.) 84-06-l13. 
Similarly, nothing in this documant prohi~it= any party trom 
objecting t~ another party's reqUest to ofter high speed servic~~ 
at levels below 1.544 mDPS on an intra~A basis. 

Nothing in this document affe~s intraLATA authority'already 
granted. by Commission orders/ except that (1) parties to the 
Phase I settlement agree that Wang Communications, Inc.'s (WeI) 
Application 8.7-02-033 should be granted' and (2) WeI and Bay Area 
~eleport may request that jestrictions on their existing intraLATA 
authority be removed so tnat such authority is not more restrictive 

. than that allowed by this", document.. Parties agree, that these . 
changes should be ette~ve c~incident with the effectiveness of 
entr:( allowed in this document and pursuant to. timing
cons~derations in Sectxon IV.A.S. 

. I, .. .. This document does no~ affect ex~st~ng restr~ct~ons or create any 
new restrictions on the holding- out of intraLATA services not 
otherwise authorized' by the commission (e.9'., M'rS, WATS-like, and 
SOO-like services) f 

b. LEe £nt:ry 

Nothing- in this J,cwnent should be construed to permit an LEe to 
offer high speed/digital services within the franchise territory of 
another LEe. l_ 

2. JlllbulJdling and ~ave13ging ot'lariUe9 Bates 

Pacific and ~c california Incorporated (GTEC) shall each propose 
t~ make the ~anges '. in this section in an application to be tiled . 

J 


